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Open Graded Friction Course (OGFC) asphalt was created to enhance roadway 
safety and has been used since the 1950s in the United States to improve the frictional 
resistance of asphalt pavements (Kandhal and Mallick, 1998). The use of OGFCs increased 
across the United States in the 1970s in light of the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) program to increase skid resistance on roadways (Kandhal, 2002). OGFC mix 
consists mainly of a high proportion of coarse aggregate having a gap gradation, small 
amounts of fine aggregate and asphalt binder (Shaowen and Shanshan, 2011). OGFC 
aggregate gradations are engineered to increase the air voids and allow water to infiltrate 
into the pavement instead of flowing over the pavement surface. OGFC is a pavement 
surface layer that is typically 0.75 to 1.25 inches thick with a designed air void content of 
above 15%. 
The quality of the bond between asphalt pavement layers is critical to the overall 
performance of a multi-layer pavement structure.  This is also true for pavements 
comprised of an OGFC layer as a poor bond between the OGFC layer with the underlying 
layer can result in delamination and accelerated raveling.  There are several variables that 
affect the bond between pavement layers including underlying surface condition, tack coat 
material, and application rate, OGFC mixture gradation (or texture), OGFC binder 
viscosity and content, compaction effort, and ambient conditions. 
This research investigated the variables affecting the bond between the OGFC and 
the underlying pavement layer to gain a thorough understanding of the influence of each 
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variable.  This evaluation was conducted on composite specimens consisting of an OGFC 
layer compacted on top of a dense graded Surface Type A (STA) asphalt substrate.   
It was found that the tack coat is not only beneficial for bonding, but also it is 
effective in permeability reduction. There was a substantial reduction in permeability after 
the tack coat application and compaction of OGFC on the top of STA. The interface shear 
strength (ISS) test results indicate that UltraTack had the highest shear strength among the 
five different tack coats included in this study. 
In regards to aggregate gradation it was found that the bond strength increased with 
the increase in percent passing No. 4 sieve for the composite specimen with NMAS of 12.5 
mm. It was assumed that with higher percent passing No. 4 sieve the aggregate potentially 
has more contact points at the interface which can improve the adhesion bond and increase 
the bond strength. 
It was also found that there is a direct relationship between the number of gyrations 
and the ISS—the higher the gyration number, the greater the bond strength. The ISS results 
differences were generally not significant between 30 and 45 gyrations, but it was 
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Open graded friction course (OGFC) asphalt was created to enhance roadway safety 
and has been used since the 1950s in the United States to improve the friction properties 
of asphalt pavements (Kandhal and Mallick, 1998). The use of OGFC increased across the 
United States in the 1970s in light of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
program to increase skid resistance on roadways (Kandhal, 2002). OGFC mix consists 
mainly of a high proportion of coarse aggregate having a gap gradation, small amounts of 
fine aggregate, and asphalt binder (Shaowen and Shanshan, 2011). An OGFC aggregate 
gradation is engineered to increase the air voids to allow water to infiltrate into the 
pavement surface instead of flowing over the pavement surface. 
The high air void content and open void structure of an OGFC mix creates a coarse 
surface texture having a lower contact area with an underlying layer, which has a direct 
influence on the bond strength between the two pavement layers (OGFC and underlying 
dense graded layer).  OGFC mixes have relatively fewer contact points among aggregate 
particles compared to conventional mixtures, making it prone to raveling, especially when 
there is a weak bond between pavement layers and the applied strain exceeds the design 
limits under cyclic traffic load.  Considering this situation, there is likely a relationship 
between raveling and de-bonding that needs to be investigated. Raveling and de-bonding 
were also reported as the top two OGFC distresses by the state transportation agencies as 
part of a national survey designed specifically for this research.  
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The quality of the bond between asphalt layers influences the life expectancy of 
asphalt pavement structures. Inadequate bonding between the layers can result in 
delamination (or de-bonding) followed by slippage cracking, longitudinal wheel path 
cracking, fatigue cracking, and other distresses, such as potholes, that greatly reduce 
pavement life (Amelian and Kim, 2017). In the past few decades, many researchers have 
reported on this issue. In 2002, Roffe and Chaigon, reported that if a pavement displayed 
no bonding within its layers, a 60% reduction in lifespan could be expected (Roffe and 
Chaigon, 2002). Similarly, Brown and Brunton (1984), reported that having poor bond 
between pavement layers would lead to premature local failure, particularly below the 
wearing course.  A mediocre bond at any interface could reduce pavement life by up to 
30% (Brown and Brunton, 1984). Moreover, May and King (2003), reported that with only 
a 10% loss of bond, a 50% reduction in fatigue life could be expected. 
To gain knowledge about the state-of-the-practice concerning OGFC distresses and 
tack coats used for OGFC across the US, a short survey was designed and distributed to 
state transportation agencies across the US and internationally to Canada to collect the most 





The primary objective of this research was to investigate the behavior of the bond 
between Open Graded Friction Course (OGFC) and the underlying dense-graded asphalt 
pavement layers and to evaluate its impact on pavement performance. Several variables 
affect the bonding between pavement layers including underlying surface condition, tack 
coat material and application rate, OGFC mixture gradation (or texture), OGFC binder 
grade and content, compaction effort, and ambient conditions. It would be beneficial to 
investigate the optimum tack coat rate, tack coat type, OGFC gradation and compaction 
efforts to create a stronger bond between an OGFC mix and underlying asphalt layer to 
potentially improve the performance of OGFC pavements. More specifically, the 
objectives of this research included: 
 Study the effect of tack coat types and tack coat rate on the bond performance of 
OGFC with underlying dense graded asphalt. 
 Study the effect of OGFC mix gradation on the bond performance of OGFC with 
underlying dense graded asphalt. 
 Study the effect of compaction effort on the bond performance of OGFC with 




Scope of research  
The quality of the bond between asphalt pavement layers is critical to the overall 
performance of a multi-layer pavement structure. This is also true for pavements comprised 
of an OGFC layer as a poor bond between the OGFC layer and the underlying layer can 
result in delamination and accelerated raveling 
This research investigated several variables affecting the bond between the OGFC 
and the underlying pavement layer to gain a thorough understanding of the influence of 
each variable.  This evaluation was conducted on composite specimens consisting of an 
OGFC layer compacted on top of an asphalt substrate in a laboratory setting. The 
experimental design included the following variables: 
 Tack coat material 
 Tack coat application rate 
 OGFC gradation 
 OGFC compaction effort 
The results of this investigation provided data that can be used to inform the 










Asphalt pavements constitute more than 90% of pavements in the United States 
largely because it is a cost-efficient paving material due to the fact that it is a renewable 
material that does not need to be completely removed or replaced, it is an environmentally 
sustainable transportation solution for today and tomorrow. Most asphalt pavement 
structures are made out of more than one layer of asphalt that are bonded together by 
spraying a liquid asphalt cement or emulsion called tack coat. Asphalt, or flexible 
pavements are usually designed for 20 years and consist of multiple layers (e.g., subgrade 
soils, granular subbase, granular or asphalt base, and asphalt surface) (Lee et al., 2017).  
Approximately 6,000 individuals are killed, and more than 445,000 individuals are 
injured in weather-related crashes in the U.S. every year. By far, most weather-related 
accidents (73%) occur on wet pavements (Hamilton, 2016). An investigative study by the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration found that the lifetime monetary cost for 
every casualty was determined to be $1.4 million. Hence, any reduction in traffic fatalities 
can have a dramatic impact on our society as a whole (NHTSA, 2014). Shimeno and 
Tanaka did a traffic study of expressways before 1991 and after 2002 in Japan that showed 
that the fatality rate at the same sites decreased by about two thirds after introducing OGFC 
as a surface course. The better visibility and high skid resistance of the porous asphalt 
surface was attributed to this positive impact (Shimeno and Tanaka, 2010). 
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Permeable asphalt is a type of asphalt that permits stormwater to infiltrate through 
the asphalt into the natural soil bed Figure 2.1(a). An OGFC is a type of asphalt mix that 
is ordinarily used as a wearing course commonly having a thickness of 1.5 inches or less. 
Traditional OGFC is used as an overlay on the top of a dense-graded surface course on 
heavy traffic roadways. This permeable wearing course is utilized to enhance the skid 
resistance of pavements and limit the hydroplaning on roadways Figure 2.1(b). 
 
Figure 2.1: Typical Asphalt Pavement Sections (a) permeable asphalt pavement, (b) 
asphalt pavement with OGFC surface, and (c) conventional asphalt pavement 
(Putman and Kline, 2012) 
Open graded friction course (OGFC) has been used in Europe and the United States 
for a long time. It is also called Permeable European Mix (PEM) and Porous Friction 
Course (PFC). OGFCs are essentially used to enhance roadway safety by improving the 
frictional properties of the asphalt surface by enabling surface water to drain through the 
pavement surface (James, 2016). OGFC is normally used as a 1 to 2 inch thick surface 
course over normal dense graded pavements in areas that experience high traffic volumes 
and moderate to heavy rainfall (Caltrans, 2006). The open aggregate structure of OGFC 
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allows water to infiltrate and flow laterally through the aggregate matrix under the surface 
of the pavement (Shaowen and Shanshan, 2011), making it safer than a dense-graded 
surface course for drivers during wet conditions (Poulikakos and Partl, 2009) Figure 2.2. 
 
Figure 2.2: Typical OGFC Pavement on the Left and Conventional on the Right 
(http://tigerglobe.com/technologies/drainage-pavement/, 2014) 
The main issues with OGFC mixes that can be related to mix-design and poor 
construction are raveling and delamination. OGFC pavements are prone to raveling and 
cracking which lead to reduced service life. Several variables can prompt these sorts of 
distresses. For instance, the nominal maximum aggregate size (NMAS) and lift thickness 
have an impact on raveling, the amount of binder and air voids in the mix, tack coat type, 
and tack coat application rate can all impact the mix’s susceptibility to raveling and 
delamination (James, 2016). Delamination occurs when the bond between the underlying 
surface and the OGFC is inadequate and causes a slip plane Figure 2.3 shows delamination 
distress in an asphalt concrete pavement section. According to the National Association of 
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Australian State Road Authorities (1987), “delamination is the loss of a discrete area of 
the surface layer of the asphalt pavement that shows clear delineation of the surface layer 
from the layer below”. Generally, delamination distress occurs in the wheel path as shown 
in Figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.3: Delamination Distress in an Asphalt Pavement (National Association of 






Tack coat is a sprayed application of an asphalt binder or emulsion on an existing 
asphalt pavement before placement of another layer of fresh asphalt concrete. The tack coat 
acts as the glue between the layers creating a monolithic material which works as a single 
unit to distribute the applied stresses instead of unbound, independent, layers (Johnson, 
2015). Common materials used for tack coats are asphalt emulsions and paving grade 
binders. The most common choice is emulsions followed by paving grade binders. In the 
survey administered as part of this research, 60% of respondents reported that asphalt 
emulsions are the preferred tack coat materials. A typical tack coat application is shown in 
Figure 2.4. 
 




Inability to bond asphalt layers has been known to bring about slipping and pushing 
(shoving) of surface layers of asphalt. Additionally, a reduction in fatigue life is also a 
potential result of poor bonding (Johnson, 2015). There are two construction methods to 
achieve acceptable bonding between asphalt concrete layers: an adhesive bond and a 
mechanical bond. Application of tack coat between asphalt layers creates an adhesive bond, 
but the mechanical bond results from the surface friction between layers to resist the 
slippage (Rorrer, 2012). Milling the existing pavement surface is a good example of 
mechanical bonding or surface friction between asphalt lifts. With milling, the roughly 
milled surface interlocks with the aggregate from asphalt overlay in the presence of tack 
coat to achieve an adhesive and mechanical bonding together. 
Hot sprayed asphalt cement is the most common tack coat materials used as a 
bonding agent, either as performance grade asphalt (e.g., PG 64-22) or as an emulsified 
asphalt cement (Mohammad, 2012). An asphalt emulsion is produced by combining liquid 
asphalt cement and water with an emulsifying agent to increase the volume and change the 
viscosity to achieve better surface coverage. Asphalt emulsions are a nonflammable liquid 
substance recommended to be applied at 150 to 180°F for better coverage performance. 
The most common types of emulsions used for tack coat are slow-setting (e.g., SS-1, 
HFMS-1H, SS-1h, CSS-1, and CSS-1h) and rapid-setting emulsions (e.g., RS-1, RS-2, 
CRS-1, CRS-2, CRS-2P (polymer-modified), and CRS-2L (latex-modified)).  Asphalt 
emulsions are divided into three categories: anionic, cationic, and nonionic. An anionic 
emulsion has a negative electrical charge and a cationic emulsion has a positive electrical 
charge. If the letter “C” is placed in front of the emulsion grade (e.g., CRS-2), the emulsion 
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type is cationic. If the letter “C” is not shown in front of the emulsion grade, the emulsion 
type is anionic (e.g., SS-1H). Nonionic emulsions are not generally used for pavement 
construction. Medium set (MS) emulsions can additionally be classified as “HF” or high-
float. In HF emulsions, the emulsifier forms a gel structure in the asphalt residue. The 
thicker asphalt film allows HF emulsions to perform in a wider temperature range. Further, 
some emulsions are graded with the letter “h” following the emulsion classification. The 
“H” means that harder base asphalt has been used in the emulsion (e.g., HFMS-1H) 
(Mohammad et al., 2012). 
To achieve a proper bond between asphalt layers, the tack coat type and application 
rate are important factors. Many researchers have recommended different tack rates 
depending on the existing pavement surface conditions (e.g., new, old, milled, etc.).  Paul 
and Scherocman found that the residual application rates of the emulsions varied between 
0.01 and 0.06 gal/yd2 (Paul and Scherocman, 1998). The residual asphalt contents, as 
specified in the Hot-Mix Asphalt Paving Handbook (2000), should range from 0.04 to 0.06 
gal/yd2. In 2012, Mohammad et al. conducted an intensive study on optimization of tack 
coat under the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) and 
summarized the findings in regards to tack coat rates in a detailed report (NCHRP 712). 





Table 2.1: Tack Coat Application Rates (Mohammad et al., 2012) 
Pavement Condition 
Application Rate (gal/yd2) 
Residual Undiluted Diluted (1:1) 
New HMA 0.03 - 0.04 0.05 - 0.07 0.10 - 0.13 
Oxidized HMA 0.04 - 0.06 0.07 - 0.10 0.13 - 0.20 
Milled Surface (HMA) 0.06 - 0.08 0.10 - 0.13 0.20 - 0.27 
Milled Surface (PCC) 0.06 - 0.08 0.10 - 0.13 0.20 - 0.27 
Portland Cement Concrete (PCC) 0.04 - 0.06 0.07 - 0.10 0.13 - 0.20 
 
Before an asphalt emulsion breaks, it is brown in color because it contains both 
asphalt cement and water. When the emulsion breaks, the water isolates from the binder 
and the color of the emulsion changes from dark brown to black. When all the water 
evaporates, the emulsion is said to have "set." Under general conditions, setting occurs in 
1 to 2 hours (Mohammad et al., 2012), but the literature generally lacks complete 
agreement concerning how long a tack coat should remain uncovered before placing the 
subsequent asphalt layer. In the survey for this present study, nearly 70% of the respondents 
stated that they require curing (setting) time for tack coat emulsions until it completely 
breaks. The setting time depends on environmental conditions at the projects and the type 




De-bonding on OGFC pavement 
There have been several studies on the bond strength between dense graded asphalt 
layers, but they have not addressed the OGFC layer bond strength with underlying dense 
graded asphalt. Proper layer bonding during construction of the pavements is critical to the 
performance of the roadway structure. Insufficient bond may increase stresses and tensile 
strains in individual layers when subjected to traffic loading (Wang et al., 2017). Wang et 
al. stated that past studies have found that the shear mode tests were the most common 
methods to verify bond strength. Mohammad et al. presented the applied loads on an 
asphalt layer as shown in Figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2.5: Distress Modes at Pavement Interface Under Service (Mohammad et al., 
2012). 
The common asphalt pavement distresses associated with poor or no tack coat are 
slippage and cracks (commonly at braking or acceleration locations). However, poor tack 
coat can frequently prompt greater distresses, such as delamination of the surface course. 
In fact, researchers have indicated that even with a small loss in bond strength (10-30%), 
fatigue life can be reduced significantly (50-70%). Moreover, the cost to an agency in the 
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event of a bonding failure can be quite large, potentially even exceeding the original costs 
of a maintenance overlay. Despite these facts, little attention is often paid to tack coat 
operations by both contractors and the agencies, and pavement performance suffers 
(Asphalt Institute, 2014). 
Proper bonding between layers will transfer the traffic stress from one surface layer 
into the layer underneath. An inadequate interface adhesion between asphalt layers can 
increase stresses and strains at the bottom of the asphalt layers. This inadequate bond may 
cause early distresses such as slippage cracking, potholes, raveling, de-bonding, bulging or 
cracking and, as a result, can decrease the service life of the pavement (Wang et al., 2017; 
Bondt, 1996; and Woods, 2004). In Figure 2.6, the Asphalt Institute demonstrated asphalt 
layer bonding by comparing 4 layers of bonded plywood versus 4 layers of unbonded 
plywood under the same loading condition. The fully bonded layers of plywood deflected 
for about 1/8” whereas the unbonded layers deflected nearly 2 5/8”. This demonstration 
indicates how bonding of the layered materials are important, so they react as one 












Raveling of OGFC 
Raveling is a pavement surface deterioration that occurs when aggregate particles 
are dislodged (raveling) or oxidation causes loss of the asphalt binder (aging). An asphalt 
pavement loses its smooth surface and begins to appear very open and rough. The severity 
is rated by the degree of aggregate and binder loss. Raveling can be divided into short-term 
and long-term raveling. Short-term raveling occurs on new pavements due to traffic load 
and tire stresses on an asphalt surface. Potential causes for this can be the ratio of nominal 
maximum aggregate size to lift thickness and the amount of asphalt binder and air voids in 
the mix (James et al., 2017).  Poor construction practices, such as placing the mix at a cold 
temperature or not appropriately compacting the mix also prevents the creation of the stone 
skeleton, which is necessary to maintain the structural integrity of the pavement (James, 
2016). 
Raveling is commonly seen in porous asphalt mixtures such as OGFC because of 
the reduction in fine aggregates. The fewer the contact points between aggregate particles, 
the more likely raveling is to occur on the pavement surface (Shaowen and Shanshan, 
2011). The finer aggregate usually wears away first, but as the erosion continues, larger 
particles are broken free from the matrix. Over time, the pavement has a rough and jagged 
appearance typical of surface erosion (Mathaven, 2014). This reduction in surface 
aggregates leads to a decrease in the ride quality of the pavement and eventually leads to 






Figure 2.7: Raveling of Pavement (Asphalt Institute) 
The durability of asphalt pavements is extremely important for both ride quality 
and safety aspects. Mitchell et al. stated that durability is one of the most important 
properties of asphalt as pavements are expected to perform for long periods of time. 
Raveling and loss of material eventually lead to potholes which reduce the durability of the 
pavement (Mitchell et al., 2014). Raveling of asphalt pavement can result in loose debris 
on the pavement, roughness of the pavement surface, water collecting in the raveled 
locations resulting in vehicle hydroplaning, stripping, and loss of friction, which reduces 




Evaluation of Pavement Safety Performance 
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) did a study on pavement safety 
performance to evaluate the effects of various low-cost pavement treatments on roadway 
safety. In this study the researchers analyzed crash data before and after treatments were 
installed.  They compared different pavement treatments using two tangible measures: the 
crash modification factor (CMF) and benefit-cost (BC) ratios. It was reported that after 
OGFC treatment on multilane roadways, or freeways, there was a significant decrease in 
total crashes in the state of North Carolina. The study also reported that for freeways, the 
CMF decreased (increasing benefit) as the pavement age increased for the first 4 years. For 
two-lane roads, however, the trend was the opposite, and the benefits declined as the 
pavement aged. It was also found that the overall BC ratio was 2.1 for OGFC for all the 
states that participated in this study and as high as 9.15 for the state of North Carolina 










As part of this research project, a survey was designed to gain an understanding of 
the construction practices and performance of open graded friction courses (OGFC) in 
other states with particular focus on the bonding of OGFC to the underlying pavement 
layer.  The survey was distributed to US State Departments of Transportation (DOTs), 
including the District of Columbia, as well as to Canadian provincial transportation 
agencies for a total of 65 agencies. 
20 US states and one Canadian province responded to the questionnaire. From the 
responses, it was found that most northern states are not using OGFC mix due to problems 
with clogging and ice removal during the winter season. On the contrary, most of the 
southern and southeastern states use, or previously used OGFC mix.  
Of the respondents, nine states reported that they are currently using OGFC, ten 
states reported that are not using OGFC mixes (mostly cold climate states), and only one 
state reported that they used OGFC in the past, but are no longer using it. Other states did 





Figure 3.1: Current Use of OGFC in the U.S. Based on Survey Respondents 
Nearly 63% of respondents reported raveling as a common distress they 
experienced with OGFC and the second most common distress reported by 38% of 
respondents was de-bonding and delamination. These survey results confirm the findings 
of the literature review. Considering the usage and associated benefits of OGFC, it can be 
concluded that investigating the bonding of OGFC with the underlying asphalt layer can 
potentially lead to longer lasting asphalt roadways with improved ride quality for the end 
users. 
Respondents were asked to rate the performance of OGFC in their states. The 
question had responses from 20 states and one response from Canada. Questions and 




Performance of OGFC: How would you rate the performance of OGFC in your state in 
terms of durability? 
In the survey, only 1 state rated the durability performance of OGFC as excellent, 
5 rated it as very good, and 4 states rated it as good. These responses were all from the 
states currently using OGFC mix, but the rest of the respondents were not satisfied with 
the performance of OGFC in their state, or some of the states were unable to answer since 
they don’t use OGFC mix (Figure 3.2). 
 






















How would you rate the performance of OGFC in your state 
in terms of Durability?
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Surface friction of OGFC: Respondents were asked to rate the performance of OGFC 
with respect to surface friction. The question had 21 responses, and the responses are 
summarized in Figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3: Surface friction performance of OGFC in the US 
Limitations or common problems of OGFC: Respondents were asked to select the most 
common distresses they experienced with OGFC pavements. As part of the responses, one 
of the states reported that they experienced studded tire wear distress with OGFC mix 
during the cold season. One of the states reported that it is expensive to use OGFC and chip 
seals will provide similar benefits at a lower price. Note that the responses in the “Other” 
























How would you rate the performance of OGFC in your state in 




Figure 3.4: Common Distresses With the use of OGFC in the U.S. 
OGFC binder content by weight: Respondents were asked to select the typical percent 
binder content (by weight) for the OGFC mixes used in their states. From the responses, it 
was found that the typical binder content for OGFC mix is between 6.0-6.5% by total 




















What are the most common problems that you have experienced with 




Figure 3.5: Percent Binder Content in OGFC Mix 
Tack coat type: In this question, the respondents were asked to select the most common 
type of tack coat material used for OGFC pavements in their state. Nearly 60% of the 
respondents selected emulsified asphalt as the most commonly specified material (Figure 
3.6). The second most common choice was asphalt cement. In the “Other” response to this 
question, one state responded that if they use OGFC as wearing course for a porous 
application then they don’t use any tack coat. Another respondent stated that they had used 



































What is the typical asphalt content (percent by mix weight) for 




Figure 3.6: Tack Coat Type for OGFC Mix 
Tack coat rate: The respondents were asked to specify the tack coat rate (gal/yd2) they 
specify for OGFC pavements. There were various tack coat rates among state 
transportation agencies ranging from 0.03 to 0.2 gal/yd2 (emulsified asphalt rate). Since the 
tack coat is not a separate pay item in most of the contracts, it was noted that contractors 
tend to use the minimum specified tack rate. While the minimum tack rate would comply 
with the current specifications, it might not be adequate for an optimum bond between 
layers. 
Curing time for sprayed tack coat: The respondents were asked if they require any 
specific curing time for sprayed emulsion tack coats. Most of the respondents stated that 
they require curing until the emulsion changes color from brown to black (i.e., it breaks), 
but not a specific time range since the curing time can vary based on site, wind speed, 




















What type of tack coat material is specified for OGFC mix in 
your state? (Select all that apply)
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Best practices to minimize tracking: In this question, the respondents stated what best 
practices they used to minimize tack coat tracking during construction. Many agencies 
responded that they prefer to use a trackless tack or material transfer vehicle whenever 
feasible. The responses are summarized in Figure 3.7. Some of the respondents reported 
their practices with a comment in response to this question and the comments are 
summarized as follows: 
One respondent stated that they require the tack coat for HMA construction to be 
fully cured and if pickup occurs, the damaged areas shall be repaired. In another response, 
it was reported that they use paving grade asphalt if the existing surface is clean to reduce 
the tracking. Another respondent stated that they apply the tack coat well in advance of the 
paver and wait for it to set before paving. One state mentioned that they use material 
transfer vehicles (MTV), but noted that these really do not aid in mitigating the tracking of 
tack if only one lane is closed. Another one stated that MTVs, can help if staged on the 





Figure 3.7: Best Practices to Minimize Tack Coat Tracking 
Best practices for cleaning the existing pavement surface: In this question, the 
respondents stated what best practices they use to clean and prepare the surface before tack 
coat application. Common practices include air blasting the surface of the old pavement, 
and the surface must also be dry and clean of loose material.  
Measuring tack coat performance: Respondents were asked if they have a process in 
place to measure the bonding performance of tack coats.  Many of the respondents stated 
that they do not have a quality control (QC) process to measure the performance of tack 
coat. Only 20% of respondents stated that they have some performance measurement 
testing specs for tack coats, but they commented that it is either for internal QC/QA or 




























Figure 3.8: Performance Measurement Processes for Tack Coats 
Survey summary 
This survey was designed to gather the most up-to-date information and best 
practices regarding OGFC mix production and construction in the United States. As 
expected, the greater part of the northern states are not utilizing OGFC mixes. On the 
contrary, many southeastern states utilize OGFC in their high traffic roadways for better 
safety to reduce hydroplaning. 
Nearly all of the respondents that use OGFC reported raveling as the most common 
distress that they have experienced and the second highest distress was reported to be de-
bonding and delamination. The survey results confirm the most common problems that the 
literature review also emphasizes regarding OGFC mixes. To address these issues, there 
was a clear need for an in-depth investigation and experimental studies to improve the 











Do you have a process in place to measure the performance of 




EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND METHODS 
For initial work in this study, plant mixed asphalt was obtained during resurfacing 
of Interstate 85 (I-85) in South Carolina to simulate the actual mix and minimize variables. 
This material was later used to make composite specimens for this study. The materials 
used in the preparation of the composite specimens consisted of plant mixed Surface Type 
A (STA) mix for the base layer (SCDOT, 2017), and plant mixed OGFC for the overlay 
on the top of STA (SCDOT, 2016). Both mixes consisted of PG 76-22 asphalt binder and 
hydrated lime (1% by aggregate weight) in accordance with SCDOT specifications.  Both 
STA and OGFC mixes were obtained from two different plants each during a single day of 
construction. The gradation and properties of each mix are shown in Table 4.1.  
For Phase-I, a total of 53 specimens were prepared in the laboratory. The specimens 
consisted of a 50 mm layer of Surface Type A (7±1% air voids) and a 50 mm layer of 
OGFC, a total of 16 treatments (5 tack coat materials × 3 tack rates + 1 control having no 
tack coat). In addition, there were also 3 OGFC and 3 STA monolithic specimens having a 
thickness of 100 mm each to measure the ultimate shear strength of each mix.   
Aggregate 
For the STA mix, two sources of crushed granite aggregate were used and for the 
plant-mixed OGFC, a third source was used. The mix design properties of all the aggregate 
gradations are presented in Table 4.1. For Phase-II, Phase-III, and Phase-IV of this study, 
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the aggregate was sampled from the same source that was used in Phase-I for the plant 
mixed OGFC. 
Table 4.1: Mix Design Information Included in this Study (Phase-I) 
Mix Design Properties STA Plant-Mix OGFC Plant-Mix 
Gradation STA OGFC 
5¾-inch (19.0 mm) 100.0 100.0 
½-inch (12.5 mm) 97.0 94.0 
⅜-inch (9.50 mm) 85.0 65.0 
No. 4 (4.75 mm) 48.0 23.0 
No. 8 (2.36 mm) 33.0 11.0 
No. 30 (0.60 mm) 21.0 5.0 
No. 100 (0.15 mm) 7.6 3.1 
No. 200 (0.075mm) 4.0 1.9 
Binder Type PG 76-22 PG 76-22 
Binder Content  5.24 (%) 5.94 (%)  
Anti-Strip Additive 
Hydrated Lime (1% by 
aggregate weight) 
Hydrated Lime (1% by 
aggregate weight) 
Production Temperature 325°F 270°F 
Compaction Temperature 310-320°F 255-265°F 
Other Additives _ 
Evotherm™ added at the 
terminal at a rate of 0.5% 
by weight of binder. 
 
Binder 
The binder used in the STA and OGFC mixes was a PG 76-22 binder, which is 
commonly used across the United States and South Carolina for interstate paving because 
of its resistance to deformation compared to PG 64-22. Table 4.2 is the certificate of 




Table 4.2: Physical Properties and Certificate of Analysis for PG 76-22 







Dynamic Shear (G*/sinδ, 10 rad/sec) T315 1.0 Min @76C 1.45 kpa 
Density @ 15.6 C T228 Report 1.0315 kg/L 
Specific Gravity @ 15.6 C T229 Report 1.0324  
Rotational Viscosity: @135C, 20rpm spindle# 27 T316 3.0 Max 1.638 Pa.S. 
Rotational Viscosity: @165C, 20rpm spindle# 27 T316 3.0 Max 0.425 Pa.S. 
Flash Point COC, C T48 230C Min 332 C 
Solubility, % Soluble T44 99.0% Min 99.96 % 
Penetraton @77F, dmm T49 Report 48 dmm 
RTFOT Residue 
Mass Change. %  T240 1.0 Max -0.1  
Dynamic Shear (G*/sinδ, 10 rad/sec) T315 2.2 Min @76C 3.45 kpa 
R 28, PAV @ 100 C Residue 
Dynamic Shear (G*/sinδ, 10 rad/sec) T315 5000 Max @31C 1970 kpa 
Creep Stiffness, S @ 60 Second T313 300 Max @-12C 167 Mpa 
Creep Stiffness, m-value @ 60 Second T313 0.300 Min @-12C 0.315  
Additional Information: TruGrade determination is PG 79.9 
 
Tack Coat 
There were five tack coat materials evaluated in Phase-I of this study: PG 64-22 
binder, UltraFuse (Trackless polymer modified binder), UltraTack (Trackless emulsion), 
CRS-2 (emulsion), and HFMS-1H (emulsion). These tack coats were selected based on 
discussions with industry professionals, the survey responses, and the literature review. 
These tack coats are also some of the most commonly used materials for HMA pavements 





PG 64-22 is a Performance Grade (PG) asphalt binder. The PG grading system is 
defined by two numbers which represent pavement temperatures. The first being the 
average seven-day maximum pavement temperature (°C) and the second being the 
minimum pavement design temperature likely to be experienced (°C).  For example, a PG 
64-22 should resist rutting to 64 °C and cracking of the pavement to a temperature of -22 
°C. All adjustments to the PG grading system are made in six (6) degree increments. PG 
64-22 is primarily used in the asphalt mix in paving for both new construction and 
pavement rehabilitation and in both dense-graded and open graded hot mix asphalt (HMA). 
It is also one of the asphalt products used as tack coat to bond asphalt layers together. This 
product could also be used for sealing of edges of new to old paving and crack sealing. 
Other uses include spray applications for bridge decks and pavement tack coat (U.S. Oil 
and Refining Co., 2014). 
The certificate of analysis for the PG 64-22 asphalt binder used in this study is 




Table 4.3: Physical Properties and Certificate of Analysis for PG 64-22 
ORIGINAL BINDER Result Minimum Maximum 
Flash Point, COC / AASHTO T48 302°C 230°C   
Rotational Viscosity, 135°C / AASHTO T316       
RPM: 20 Spindle Number: 21     
    Viscosity, Pa·Sec: 0.482   3.00 
Dynamic Sheer @64.0°C / AASHTO T315       
G*, Pa: 1781     
Phase Angle, °: 88.08     
G*/sinδ, kPa: 1.779 1.000   
  
ROLLING THIN FILM OVEN RESIDUE Result Minimum Maximum 
RTFO Mass Loss / AASHTO T240       
Weight of Bottle 1, g: 168.357     
Weight of Bottle 1 & Asphalt, g: 203.276     
Weight of Bottle 1 & RTFO Aged Asphalt, g: 203.210     
Mass Loss, Bottle 1, %: -0.189     
Weight of Bottle 2, g: 165.007     
Weight of Bottle 2 & Asphalt, g: 199.751     
Weight of Bottle 2 & RTFO Aged Asphalt, g: 199.701     
Mass Loss, Bottle 2, %: -0.144     
Average Mass Loss, %: -0.166   1.00% 
Dynamic Sheer @64.0°C / AASHTO T315       
G*, Pa: 4775     
Phase Angle, °: 81.38     
G*/sinδ, kPa: 4.830 2.200   
  
PRESSURE AGING VESSEL RESIDUE Result Minimum Maximum 
PAV Temperature, °C / AASHTO R28 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Dynamic Sheer @25.0°C / AASHTO T315       
G*, Pa: 5     
Phase Angle, °: 43.80     
G*·sinδ, kPa: 3116   5000 
Bending Beam Rheometer @ -12.0°C / AASHTO T313       
Measured Stiffness, beam 1, MPa: 139     
Slope, beam 1: 0.324     
Measured Stiffness, beam 2, MPa: 136     
Slope, beam 2: 0.328     
Average Stiffness, MPa: 138   300 
Average Slope: 0.326 0.300   
  
SPECIFIC GRAVITY TEST TEMP   RESULT 
  25C   8.528 





“UltraFuse bond coat is a specially formulated non-tracking polymer modified 
asphalt cement tack coat used to form an excellent bond between an existing and new hot 
mix asphalt layers. The material is applied hot, cures hard to the touch in under 30 seconds 
to form a non-tracking surface, and is immediately ready for an HMA overlay. Upon 
placement of the overlay, the UltraFuse bond coat is liquefied to form an exceptionally 
strong adhesive bond between the existing surface and new HMA layer. UltraFuse is used 
as a thick, non-tracking, polymerized tack coat for hot mix asphalt pavement construction 
and is particularly useful in open graded friction courses (OGFC)” (Blacklidge, 2016). 
Table 4.4 summarizes the physical properties and analysis of the UltraFuse. 





Viscosity @ 300°F, cP T 316 ---- 3000 1785 
Penetration @ 25°C, dmm T 49 ---- 25 5 
Softening Point, °F T 53 158 ---- 210 
Original DSR @ 82°C, (G*/Sin ∂) T 315 1.0 ---- 17.3 
Original DSR @ 82°C, phase angle T 315 Report 68.3 






UltraTack (NTSS-1HM) is the most state-of-the-art anionic emulsion available for 
high performing, trackless tack coat applications. It is used as a trackless tack coat with 
excellent bonding properties (Blacklidge, 2016). Table 4.5 shows the physical properties 
and analysis of the UltraTack. 





Viscosity, SFS @ 25oC, s T 72 20 100 64 
Storage Stability Test, 24 h, % T 59 ---- 1 0.0 
Settlement, 5 days, % T 59 ---- 5 1.2 
Sieve, % T 59 ---- 0.3 0.07 
Distillation Residue, % T 59 50 ---- 52.7 
Naphtha, % by volume T 59 ---- 1.0 0.25 
Tests on Residue by Distillation: 
Penetration, dmm T 49 ---- 20 3 
Softening Point, oC T 53 65 ---- 174F/ 79C 
Solubility, % T 44 97.5 ---- 98.94 
Original DSR @ 82oC, (G*/sin ᵟ) T 315 1.0 ---- 11.4 
Physical Properties: 
Boiling Point (°F) 212 
Specific Gravity (H2O = 1) 1.03 
Solubility in Water Dispersible 
Appearance and Odor Dark Brown liquid with Mild Petroleum Odor 






CRS-2 is a cationic rapid setting asphalt emulsion used primarily in the construction 
of chip seal asphalt surface treatment applications and as a tack coat. Table 4.6 shows the 
physical properties and analysis of the CRS-2. 








Viscosity, SFS @ 50oC, s T 72 100 400 329 
Settlement, 5 days, % T 59 ---- 5 0.4 
Storage Stability Test, 24 h, % T 59 ---- 1 0.2 
Particle Charge T 59 Positive Positive 
Demulsibility, % T 59 40 ---- 100.0 
Sieve, % T 59 ---- 0.1 0.05 
Distillation Residue, % T 59 65 ---- 73.4 
Oil distillate, % by volume T 59 ---- 3.0 0.50 
Tests on Residue by Distillation: 
Penetration, dmm T 49 100 250 133 
Ductility, cm T 51 80 ---- 145 
Solubility, % T 44 97.5 ---- 99.92 
Physical Properties: 
Boiling Point (°F) 212 
Specific Gravity (H2O = 1) 1.01 
Solubility in Water Dispersible 
Appearance and Odor Dark Brown liquid with Mild Petroleum Odor 






HFMS-1H is an anionic medium setting asphalt emulsion. HFMS stands for High 
Float Medium Set (HFMS) and it primarily used in the construction of asphalt pavements 
as a tack coat or binding agent. Table 4.7 shows the physical properties and analysis of the 
HFMS-1H. 








Vis. Saybolt Furol at 77°F (25 °C), sec T 72 20 100 46.0 
Sieve, % T 59 <0.10 0.00 
Residue by Distillation, % T 59 >55 59.9 
Oil Distillate by Volume of Emulsion, % T 59 <3 0.0 
Penetration, dmm T 49 60 100 61.0 
Complete Analysis Tests 
Demulsibility (50 mL, 0.55% CaCl2 solution ), % T59 >40 99.7 
Storage Stability (24 hours), % T59 <1 0.4 
Settlement (5 days), % T59     
Specific Gravity (@ 77 °F) n/a     
Particle Charge T59 NEG NEG 
Elastic Recovery, % T301     
Softening Point, °F T 53     
Ductility (77 °F, 5 cm/min), cm T44     
Solubility in trichloroethylene, % T53     






Hydrated lime was used in this research project as an anti-stripping additive that is 
used by many states with strip-prone aggregates. The hydrated lime was also used in Phases 
II and III of this study at a rate of 1% of the aggregate weight as an anti-stripping agent. 
 
Evotherm™ 
Evotherm is a product developed by MeadWestvaco Asphalt Innovations, 
Charleston, South Carolina. Evotherm uses a chemical additive technology and a 
"Dispersed Asphalt Technology" delivery system. MeadWestvaco states that by using this 
technology, a unique chemistry customized for aggregate compatibility is delivered into a 
dispersed asphalt phase (emulsion). During production, the asphalt emulsion with 
Evotherm chemical package is used in place of the traditional asphalt binder. 
MeadWestvaco reports that “this chemistry provides aggregate coating, workability, 
adhesion, and improved compaction with no change in materials or job mix formula 
required” (FHWA 2017).  MeadWestvaco reports that field testing has demonstrated a 
100° F reduction in production temperatures. 
Evotherm was used in Phase-I of this study with the plant mixed OGFC, as well as 
for the Phase-II and III to prepare the OGFC mix in the lab with warm mix technology. 
Evotherm was added at a rate of 0.5% by weight of binder and it was mixed for 2 minutes 






The objective of this research was to study the de-bonding distresses commonly 
seen in OGFC by analyzing the associated variables to improve durability. To simplify and 
organize the variables that affect the bond between asphalt layers, this study was divided 
into three phases. In Phase-I a comprehensive study was conducted on tack coat type and 
tack coat rates and their influence on bond strength. In Phase-II, the bond performance of 
OGFC mixes made with eight different OGFC aggregate gradations was studied. Phase-III 
included an evaluation of the effect of compaction effort of the OGFC on bond strength. 
Finally, Phase-IV studied the embedment of OGFC aggregate into the underlying layer. To 
accomplish the objectives of this study, an array of performance tests was selected to 
evaluate the effects of each variable and investigate any related correlations. 
In all phases of this study a plant mixed Surface Type A (STA) was used as a base 
material to make the lower layer of the composite specimens. This base material was 
consistent among all the composite specimens in this study. To make each composite 
specimen, a 4315 g sample of plant mixed STA was compacted into 105 mm tall, 150 mm 
diameter asphalt specimens that were cut in half, resulting in two 50 mm tall specimens to 
meet the AASHTO TP-114 requirements. For the upper layer of composite specimen, a 
series of research phases was designed to evaluate the associated variables. Figure 4.1 
shows the experimental research program for this study. The four phases of research will 










Phase-I: Tack Coat and Application Rate 
For Phase-I of this study, 47 specimens were made and tested to measure the air 
voids (SC-T-68), surface texture of STA (Image Analysis), and permeability (FM 5-565). 
A total of 47 50 mm tall STA compacted specimens were made for the composite 
specimens. To better understand the ultimate shear strength of each mix itself, three 100 
mm tall by 150 mm diameter monolithic STA and OGFC specimens were made from the 
same plant mixed asphalt material. These monolithic specimens were used as control 
samples. All specimens were compacted using a Superpave gyratory compactor at a 
consolidation pressure of 600 kPa (87 psi).  
The SC-T-68 test method was used to measure the percent air void content of each 
compacted STA base specimen.  The acceptable air voids content for the STA dense graded 
asphalt mix was set to be 7±1%. Image analysis was used to quantify the surface roughness 
of STA specimens. It was used to investigate potential effects of surface roughness on the 
bond strength between asphalt layers included in this study. A falling head permeability 
test (FM 5-565) was used to study the effects of the tack coat on the permeability of the 
STA specimens. Each STA specimen was tested for permeability before and after 
application of tack coat and OGFC overlay. The Interface Shear Strength (ISS) test 
(AASHTO TP-114) was used to measure the bond strength between asphalt layers under 
load. This standard method was used to quantify the performance of each tack coat type 
and tack coat rate with respect to bond strength. Porosity was then measured (SC-T-128) 




The following tests were conducted on each specimen: 
1. Air voids of Surface Type A layer (SC-T-68) 
2. Surface Roughness of Surface Type A (image analysis) 
3. Permeability of Surface Type A layer and Composite (FM 5-565) 
4. Interface shear strength (ISS) of Composite (AASHTO TP-114) 
5. Porosity of the OGFC layer after shear strength testing (SC-T-128) 
The flowchart in Figure 4.2 illustrates a summary of the specimens prepared for 
Phase-I of this study. In the flowchart, the tack coat rate is the amount of residual binder, 




Figure 4.2: Phase-I Testing Flowchart 
Phase-II: OGFC Aggregate Gradation 
The objective of Phase-II of this investigation was to study the effect of OGFC mix 
gradation on the bond improvement of OGFC with underlying dense graded asphalt. 
Specifically, the aggregate gradation was altered by varying the percent passing the No. 4 
(4.75 mm) sieve. Two nominal maximum aggregate sizes (NMAS) (9.5 mm and 12.5 mm) 
and four gradations for each were evaluated for a total of eight gradations in this phase. 
These eight different OGFC gradation groups were designated as 12.5-10, 12.5-20, 12.5-
30, 12.5-40, 9.5-20, 9.5-30, 9.5-40, and 9.5-50. In this designation, 12.5 and 9.5 represents 
the NMAS and the number after the dash represents the percent passing the No. 4 (4.75 
mm) sieve. For example, 12.5-30 means NMAS of 12.5 mm and 30 percent passing No. 4 
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sieve. These eight gradation groups were selected to study the influence of the gradations 
in bond improvement by varying the Uniformity Coefficient (Cu) and also to encompass 
the range of percent passing the No. 4 sieve in typical OGFC gradations.   
Uniformity coefficient (Cu) is a numerical expression of the variety in particle sizes 
in mixed natural soils, defined as the ratio of the sieve size through which 60% (by weight) 
of the material passes to the sieve size that allows 10% of the material to pass. It is unity 
for a material whose particles are all of the same size, and it increases with variety in size. 
So when Cu is greater than 4 to 6, it is understood as a well graded aggregate and when the 
Cu is less than 4, they are considered to be poorly graded or uniformly graded. Uniformly 
graded in the sense, the aggregate mix have got identical size of the particles. Figure 4.3 
and Table 4.8 summarizes the Cu of the eight different gradation groups. 
 
Figure 4.3: Uniformity Coefficient for all Gradation Groups 
 
  





























Table 4.8: OGFC Gradation Groups Percent Passing (%) 
Sieve Size SCDOT Spec. Test Gradations, NMAS 12.5 mm 
mm mm^0.45 Min Max 12.5-10 12.5-20 12.5-30 12.5-40 
19 3.76 100 100 100 100 100 100 
12.5 3.12 85 100 95 95 95 95 
9.5 2.75 55 75 65 65 65 65 
4.75 2.02 15 30 10 20 30 40 
2.36 1.47 5 15 10 10 10 10 
0.075 0.31 0 4 2 2 2 2 
D10       2.36 2.36 2.36 2.36 
D60       8.99 8.88 8.71 8.41 
Cu       3.81 3.76 3.69 3.56 
  
Sieve Size SCDOT Spec. Test Gradations, NMAS 9.5 mm 
mm mm^0.45 Min Max 9.5-20 9.5-30 9.5-40 9.5-50 
19 3.76 100 100 100 100 100 100 
12.5 3.12 95 100 100 100 100 100 
9.5 2.75 80 100 90 90 90 90 
4.75 2.02 20 50 20 30 40 50 
2.36 1.47 5 20 10 10 10 10 
0.075 0.31 0 3 2 2 2 2 
D10       2.36 2.36 2.36 2.36 
D60       7.24 6.90 6.44 5.77 
Cu       3.07 2.92 2.73 2.45 
 
To satisfy the objectives of this research for Phase-II, the materials used in the 
preparation of the mixes consisted of aggregate (single source), one grade of asphalt binder 
(PG 76-22 with Evotherm warm mix asphalt additive) based on SCDOT specification 
requirements and the most common binder used with OGFC mixes, one binder content (6% 
by aggregate weight) based on the survey results from Chapter 3, one tack coat type 
(UltraTack), one tack coat rate (0.033 gal/yd2), based on the test results from Phase-I, one 
gyration level (30 Gyrations) and hydrated lime (1% by aggregate weight). The main 
component of each gradation group that was varied was the aggregate percent passing the 
No. 4 sieve. Figure 4.4 shows the aggregate gradations used in this phase. Figure 4.5 shows 
the testing flowchart for composite specimens in Phase-II. 
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The following tests were conducted on each composite specimen: 
1. Air voids of Surface Type A layer (SC-T-68) 
2. Surface texture of Surface Type A and OGFC layers (ASTM E965) sand patch 
and image analysis) 
3. OGFC infiltration rate (modified constant head infiltration) 
4. Interface shear strength (ISS) (AASHTO TP-114) 











Figure 4.5: Phase-II Composite Specimens Testing Flowchart 
 
Quantification of OGFC Mix Shear Strength 
In this part of the study, monolithic OGFC specimens were made to quantify the 
shear strength of the OGFC mixes that were used in Phase-II. The specimens consisted of 
a 100±5 mm layer of OGFC. A total of 24 specimens (8 gradations × 3 specimens) were 
evaluated for shear strength. Figure 4.6 shows the flow chart of the testing plan for Phase-








Phase-III: Compaction Effort 
The objective of this portion (Phase-III) of the study was to investigate the influence 
of compaction effort of the OGFC mixes on the bond strength performance of OGFC mix 
with underlying dense graded asphalt substrate. To study the effect of compaction effort, 
four gradations and two nominal maximum aggregate sizes (NMAS) were selected based 
on the test results and statistical analysis of Phase-II for further study. The four different 
OGFC gradation groups were 12.5-10, 12.5-30, 9.5-20, and 9.5-40 from Phase-II (Figure 
4.7). 
In this phase, the base specimens were made from a plant-mixed material as in 
previous phases and a 50 mm lab mixed OGFC layer was compacted on the top of that. 
OGFC layers were compacted using 15, 30, and 45 gyrations of the Superpave gyratory 
compactor. These gyration levels were selected based on the results of Phases I and II of 










The following tests were conducted on each composite specimen in Phase-III: 
1. Air voids of Surface Type A layer (SC-T-68) 
2. OGFC infiltration rate (modified constant head infiltration) 
3. Interface shear strength (ISS) (AASHTO TP-114) 
4. Porosity of the OGFC layer after shear strength testing (SC-T-128)  
 
 




Quantification of OGFC mix shear strength 
In this part of the study, monolithic OGFC specimens were made to quantify the 
shear strength of the OGFC mixes that were used in Phase-III. The specimens consisted of 
a 100±5 mm layer of OGFC. A total of 12 treatments (4 gradation × 3 gyrations) were 
evaluated for a total of 36 specimens.  
The OGFC aggregate gradation groups and 3 levels of compaction was as follows: 
12.5-10-15, 12.5-10-30, 12.5-10-45, 12.5-30-15, 12.5-30-30, 12.5-30-45, 9.5-20-15, 9.5-
20-30, 9.5-20-45, 9.5-40-15, 9.5-40-30, and 9.5-40-45. In this naming convention the 12.5 
and 9.5 represents the Nominal Maximum Aggregate Size (NMAS), the number in the 
middle represents the percent passing the No. 4 sieve (4.75mm), and number at the end 
represents the number of gyrations. For example, 12.5-30-45 means NMAS of 12.5 mm, 
30 percent passing the No. 4 sieve, and 45 gyrations Figure 4.9 shows the flow chart of the 
testing plan for OGFC monolithic specimens in Phase-III 
The following tests were conducted on each of the monolithic specimen in Phase-
III: 
1. Porosity of the OGFC layer after shear strength testing (SC-T-128) 
2. OGFC infiltration rate (modified constant head infiltration) 









Phase-IV: Aggregate Embedment 
Phase-IV was designed to quantify the aggregate embedment from the upper layer 
of OGFC into the lower layer of Surface Type A (STA). The specimens consisted of a 50 
mm layer of STA (7±1% air voids) and a 50 mm layer of OGFC aggregate only (no binder) 
and a total of 12 treatments (4 gradation × 3 gyration levels) for a total of 36 specimens. In 
this phase, STA specimens were made with the same materials that were used in other 
phases of this study. STA specimens were tested for Mean Texture Depth (MTD) by sand 
patch method and data was recorded as initial MTD.  
For the OGFC layer, aggregate pans were made with the same gradation and 
procedure as Phase-III, but without mixing the binder so the OGFC loose aggregate could 
be removed from the surface of STA specimens after compaction. Compacting the bare 
aggregate on the STA specimens with the gyratory compactor was used to quantify the 
changes in texture of the STA surface due to aggregate embedment. This change was 
measured using the sand patch test method (final MTD) for each gradation and number of 




Figure 4.10: Phase-IV Testing Flowchart 
 
The following tests was conducted on each composite specimen in Phase-IV: 
1. Air voids of Surface Type A layer (SC-T-68) 
2. Mean Texture Depth (MTD) sand patch method before (ASTM E965) 




Image Analysis to Quantify Roughness 
The following is a systematic process of image acquisition, analysis and 
quantification to estimate the approximate surface roughness of STA and OGFC 
specimens. Image analysis was used in Phases I and II of this study to possibly find a 
correlation or a relationship between image analysis and sand patch method to quantify the 
mean texture depth (MTD). To evaluate the surface roughness of the specimens before 
compaction of the OGFC on top of it, the following steps were taken: 
Image Acquisition: 
1. The specimens were prepared, labeled and marked. 
2. An image acquisition setup was arranged as shown in Figure 4.11 and images 
were acquired using a Canon Rebel T5i DSLR camera mounted on a tripod 
without disturbing the experimental arrangement. 
3. Images were taken using the manual focus mode with zoom level kept constant. 
4. 25-30 images were collected from the surface of each STA specimen by 
constantly changing the focus of the camera lens. 










1. Images were stacked vertically after being loaded into the Helicon Focus 
software to determine the depth of each pixel (Figure 4.12). 
2. The images were rendered using the Method C (Pyramid) option to get a stacked 
image of the specimen (Figure 4.13). 
3. All stacked images were created and stored in respective folders. 
 
 









Quantification of Roughness: 
1. Stacked images were loaded into the Image J software to perform roughness 
calculations (Figure 4.14). 
2. To perform a roughness calculation on a certain area of interest in the image, shape 
tools were used to draw around the Region of Interest (ROI) (Figure 4.15). 
3. A duplicate image was created so that just the ROI image would appear without the 
unwanted area surrounding the image as shown in Figure 4.16. 
4. A Roughness Calculator, Jar plugin was used to calculate the roughness of the ROI 
selected. The Ra value in the results box is considered the roughness value (Figure 
4.17). The Ra value is the average roughness (texture deviation) of all the pixel 
points from the plane to the testing surface of the specimen. 
5. Results were saved to Excel for further analysis. 
 





Figure 4.15: Shape Tool Used to Draw Region of Interest 
 
 





Figure 4.17: Result Box with Roughness Value (Ra) 
 
Permeability Tests FM 5-565 
A falling head permeability test was used in Phase-I of this research to analyze the 
effect of tack coat application on substrate permeability. To accomplish this objective, STA 
specimens were tested for permeability using the procedure outlined in (FM 5-565) before 
application of tack coat and results was recorded. After application of tack coat and 
compaction of OGFC mix on the top of STA, the composite specimens were conditioned 
at room temperature for 48 hours and then tested again for permeability to quantify the 
effect of the tack coat and OGFC overlay on the permeability of each specimen.  From 
these permeability tests (before and after tack coat) the permeability difference was 
calculated for each treatment and each type of tack coat. Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 show 





Figure 4.18: FM-5-565 Permeability Test Apparatus Schematic (FDOT, 2015) 
 
 




Interface Shear Strength (ISS) AASHTO TP-114 Test 
The interface shear strength test was used in the three phases of this research 
involving composite and monolithic specimens. The shear strength was measured using 
the AASHTO TP-114 standard procedure. Each specimen was placed into the shear test 
apparatus (Figure 4.20), then the apparatus was placed in a universal testing machine 
(UTM) for testing (Figure 4.21). Based on the AASHTO standard procedure a constant 
load rate of 0.1 in/min was applied to the specimen until failure. The displacement and 
applied load were recorded for each specimen along with its peak load. These values were 
then used to calculate the interface shear strength (ISS). 
Stress versus displacement diagrams can be produced by various approaches. The 
stress and strain can be calculated either as true stress/strain or engineering stress/strain. 
True stress and true strain are based upon instantaneous values of cross sectional area and 
gage length. Engineering strain and stress are the simpler approach to obtain a stress strain 
diagram and was adopted here. The engineering stress is calculated using Equation 4.1. 
σ = F/A      (4.1) 
Where F is the applied load and A is the cross sectional area of specimen. This 
method was used to calculate the ISS versus displacement for each of the specimens. The 
acquired data points were used to develop the graph and the peak load was used to calculate 





Figure 4.20: Interface Shear Strength Testing Apparatus 
 
 




Interface Stiffness Characteristics (K-modulus) 
The interface shear stiffness was calculated in all three phases of this study to 
further determine the degree of brittle or ductile behavior of each treatment. The test setup 
is shown in Figure 4.21. The test specimen was installed in the ISS apparatus separated by 
an unconfined interface shear zone. This ensures that the shear force is applied in the 
weakest horizontal plane where most of the shear displacement will occur. A vertical load, 
perpendicular to the interface plane, was applied with the UTM at a constant rate of 0.1 
in/min. In this way, the maximum interface shear stress (i.e., the interface shear resistance), 
was obtained and recorded as the peak load along with relative the displacement (Canestrari 
et al., 2005). 
K-modulus is calculated by dividing the peak stress to displacement at peak force 
or dividing the peak force by the displacement and the unit can be either psi/in or lb/in3. 
To represent the mechanical behavior of the interface, Goodman’s constitutive law was 
used and k-modulus was calculated using Equation 4.2. 
τ = K*ξ      (4.2) 
Where:  
τ = Interface shear stress [psi] 
ξ = Relative interface displacement [in] 




Porosity of OFGC (SC-T-128) 
Porosity is an important functional property of OGFC mixes, so it was measured in 
all three phases of this study. For composite specimens, the OGFC porosity was measured 
after the OGFC layer was separated from the STA layer by the interface shear strength test 
(AASHTO TP-114) and for OGFC monolithic specimens it was measured before testing. 
The porosity of each specimen was measured using the procedure outlined in SC-T-128.  
 
Modified Constant Head Infiltration Test of OGFC 
This test method covers the determination of the field water infiltration rate of in-
place pervious concrete. This standard test method (ASTM C1701) was modified and used 
to test the infiltration rate of the OGFC mixes in Phases II and III of this study.  In the 
standard test, an infiltration ring (open on both sides) is temporarily sealed to the surface 
of porous pavement. After prewetting the test location, a given mass of water is introduced 
into the ring and the time for the water to infiltrate the pavement is recorded. The 
infiltration rate is calculated based on the ring diameter (or area) and time for the volume 
of water to infiltrate the pavement (ASTM, 2009).  
For the objectives of this study, the test method was modified to enable testing of 
the infiltration of lab produced composite specimens. A two-inch inner diameter clear pipe 
by 4 inches tall was marked at 0.4 and 0.6 in and was used to test approximate infiltration 
of a 150 mm diameter and 50 mm or 100 mm tall OGFC layer specimen. This method was 
used to test composite and monolithic specimens. Figure 4.22 shows the infiltration test 




Figure 4.22: Modified Infiltration Testing Apparatus Setup 
 
Sand Patch Method (ASTM E965-15) 
This test method outlines a procedure for determining the average depth of 
pavement surface macrotexture by careful application of a known volume of material on 
the surface and subsequent measurement of the total area covered (Figure 4.23). The 
technique is designed to provide an average depth value of only the pavement macrotexture 
and is considered insensitive to pavement microtexture characteristics (ASTM, 2015). 
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This standard ASTM test was modified so the lab made specimen texture could be 
tested. To measure the texture of the specimens in the lab, solid glass spheres (glass beads) 
were used. The gradation of the glass beads had a minimum of 90% by weight passing a 
No. 60 sieve and retained on a No. 80 sieve as prescribed by ASTM E965 requirements. In 
this method, glass beads were poured slowly onto the surface of the specimen and carefully 
spread until it completely covered the surface of the specimen. The material was spread 
with an ice hockey puck and the mass of the material was measured for each specimen and 
recorded. Figure 4.24 shows the testing setup for measuring the MTD. 
 











RESULTS AND DISCUSSION PHASE-I 
The objective of this phase was to evaluate the effects of tack coat type and tack 
coat rate on bond strength between an OGFC and STA composite specimens. The 
specimens were made of an upper layer of OGFC and a lower layer of STA from plant-
mixed asphalt. In this phase, five different tack coat materials (PG 64-22, CRS-2, 
UltraFuse, HFMS-1H, and UltraTack) and no tack were evaluated to investigate the bond 
strength of composite asphalt specimens.  A series of standard testing was performed on 
each composite specimen to quantify the influence of the tack coat treatment on bond 
strength. The test results of this phase are presented in this chapter. 
Air Voids of Surface Type A Specimens 
A total of 47 150 mm diameter by 50 mm tall STA specimens were made in the lab 
using plant mixed asphalt. A target air void content of 7±1% air voids was selected for this 
study to replicate the in-place density of a new STA asphalt pavement layer. The specimens 
were divided into six groups (5 tack coat types + 1 no tack) and tested for air voids (Figure 
5.1). Test results were statistically analyzed using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
method to determine if there were any statistically significant differences at α=0.05 (Table 
5.1). The analysis indicated that the air voids of the six different groups of STA specimens 





Figure 5.1: Average Air Voids of STA Specimens Groups 
 
Table 5.1: ANOVA Analysis of Air Void Results 
Group n Mean Std Dev   
1 9 7.14 0.21   
2 9 7.11 0.11   
3 9 7.19 0.04   
4 9 7.17 0.20   
5 8 7.02 0.03   
6 3 7.20 0.20   
Source SS df MS F P-Value 
Between 0.16 5 0.03 0.51 0.7701 
Error 2.64 41 0.06     
Total 2.81 46       
 
  
























Image Analysis and Quantification of Surface Roughness of STA Specimens 
Image acquisition and analysis was used to measure the approximate surface texture 
of the of the STA specimens. In this process, the software differentiates the color 
differences (pixels). The “Ra-value” is the average roughness (texture deviation) of all the 
pixel points from the plane to the testing surface of the specimen. STA specimens were 
analyzed using this method and the Ra-values were quantified (Figure 5.2). In the ANOVA 
analysis, it was found that there is no significant evidence to reject the Null Hypothesis and 
the six tested groups variances were statistically similar at α=0.05 with regard to Ra-value 
(Table 5.2). 
 


















Table 5.2: ANOVA Analysis of Ra-Value Test Results 
Group n Mean Std Dev   
1 9 90.13 2.76   
2 9 89.67 2.37   
3 9 87.91 1.83   
4 9 90.44 3.42   
5 8 88.85 2.23   
6 3 93.42 5.59   
Source SS df MS F P-Value 
Between 82.66 5 16.53 2.10 0.0854 
Error 323.47 41 7.89     




The falling head permeability test was used to measure the water penetration rate 
of each STA specimen before and after application of tack coat in Phase-I. This test method 
was used to evaluate whether the tack coat affected the permeability of the base STA 
asphalt substrate. Permeability reduction versus tack coat rate test results are shown for the 
six groups in Figure 5.3.   
 As seen in Figure 5.3, there was a substantial reduction in permeability after the 
tack coat application and compaction of OGFC on the top of STA. From this test, it can be 
concluded that the tack coat is not only beneficial for bonding but it is also effective in 
reducing pavement permeability. The less water that enters the asphalt pavement, the less 
oxidation, stripping, and pavement deterioration, which can potentially improve the service 
life of the pavement structure. From the statistical analysis of the permeability tests, it was 
found that permeability was reduced for all the specimens after application of tack coat to 
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a limit, but increasing the tack coat rate did not necessarily increase the permeability 
reduction except for PG 64-22 at 0.65 gal/yd2 that had the highest permeability reduction 
and was statistically significant compared with other treatments (Table 5.3). Among the 
six groups tested for permeability reduction, there were some similarities and differences 
statistically regardless of tack coat type or tack coat rate as shown in the connecting letters 
report at α=0.05 in Table 5.3.  
 
 
Figure 5.3: Average Permeability Reduction (K*10-5cm/sec) versus Tack Coat Rate 
Permeability of the STA specimens is also dependent to the percent air voids or 
porosity of the specimens. The STA specimens were made at a target air void content of 
7±1% and was tested for permeability, but when compacting the upper layer of OGFC on 
the top of STA in the gyratory compactor, the STA base air voids reduces which can 
contribute to the reduction in permeability. The reduction in air voids was observed with 
the no tack specimens. The no tack specimen permeability was reduced, but it was the 
PG 64-22 CRS-2 UltraFuse HFMS-1H UltraTack No Tack
0.033 gal/yd2 15.2 9.8 7.1 13.8 8.3 4.3
0.065 gal/yd2 22.5 6.0 9.0 7.5 12.1

































lowest reduction comparing to other specimens with tack coat. The masking of the OGFC 
(i.e., covering by the aggregate) would also have reduced the permeability by limiting the 
surface area of the STA accessible by water  
When comparing the permeability reduction among groups, it was observed that all 
the groups including a tack coat had higher permeability reduction rate than no tack. Higher 
tack rate resulted with greater reduction in permeability with UltraFuse as well as PG 64-
22, except at the highest rate. CRS-2, HFMS-1H, and UltraTack are water based emulsion 
products and its viscosity properties are different from residual binder, so the permeability 
reduction rate was not consistent with tack rate, but better than no tack. Curing time and 
rheological properties of emulsion products could have caused the tack coat to flow into 
the voids of STA and reduce the thickness of the tack coat seal, and ultimately effecting 
the permeability reduction.  
Another factor on permeability reduction can be the number of gyrations when 
compacting the OGFC layer. Since the number of gyrations varied from specimen to 
specimen when compacting the composite specimens that may have had some effects on 
permeability. The assumption was that higher number of gyrations would have higher 
effects in reducing the STA base air voids thus affecting the permeability as well. This 




Table 5.3: Permeability Reduction and T-Test Analysis Report, Levels Not 
Connected by Same Letter are Significantly Different (α=0.5) 
Tack coat type 







PG 64_0.065 A  22.5 
PG 64_0.098 A B 16.8 
PG 64_0.033 A B 15.2 
CRS2_0.098 A B 13.9 
HFMS_0.033 A B 13.8 
UFuse_0.098 A B 13.4 
UTack_0.065 A B 12.1 
UTack_0.098 A B 10.0 
CRS2_0.033 A B 9.8 
UFuse_0.065  B 9.0 
UTack_0.033  B 8.3 
HFMS_0.065  B 7.5 
UFuse_0.033  B 7.1 
HFMS_0.098  B 6.6 
CRS2_0.065  B 6.0 
No Tack  B 4.3 
 
 
Interface Shear Strength 
The results of the ISS test are summarized in Figure 5.4. The results show that the 
trends for PG 64-22 and UltraFuse tack coats were similar—as the tack coat rate increased, 
the ISS increased as well.  The opposite trend was seen for the CRS-2, UltraTack and 
HFMS-1H emulsions where an increase in tack coat rate generally resulted in a reduction 
in ISS. This can be due to stiffness or shear strength of the residual binder comparing to 
emulsion products. It should be noted that both PG 64-22 and UltraFuse are a hot applied 
binder product, whereas the CRS-2, UltraTack, and HFMS-1H are emulsified asphalts.  
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It can be seen in Figure 5.4 that the UltraTack emulsion product performed better 
than the rest of the tack coat products included in this study. The horizontal red line (76 
psi) in Figure 5.4 represents the shear strength of the plant mixed lab compacted OGFC 
monolithic specimens. It is the assumed that to prevent failure at the layer interface, the 
bond shear strength must be greater than the OGFC shear strength. The highest bond 
strength of the UltraTack treatment was observed with the lowest tack coat rate, which 
could ultimately lead to cost savings by not having to apply higher amounts of tack coat.  
From the ISS test results, it was found that UltraFuse, UltraTack, and HFMS-1H 
tack coats resulted in a bond strength that exceeded the shear strength of the OGFC mix 
except for the highest tack rate of HFMS-1H.  The UltraFuse at a tack rate of 0.098 gal/yd2 
had the highest shear strength of 101 psi. PG 64-22 ISS results were very close to the OGFC 
control specimens, and ISS increased with increased tack coat rate. 
 CRS-2 was observed to have the lowest ISS among the tack coat products included 
in this study, but a little higher than no tack coat, although not significantly higher. The no 
tack specimens were the control for the ISS, thus all five treatment groups were compared 
with the no tack treatment to evaluate the effect of the tack coat application on the shear 
interface between asphalt layers.  
Three monolithic OGFC and STA specimens were made to better understand the 
ultimate shear strength of the upper and lower layer mixes of the composite specimens. 
These monolithic specimens were 100 mm tall by 150 mm diameter to match the size of 
the composite specimen. As expected, the shear strength of the STA mix (232 psi) was 
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greater than the OGFC (76 psi), which supports the assumption that under applied shear 
loading, failure will likely occur at the interface or in the upper layer of OGFC.  
The ISS of the specimens were compared with the OGFC monolithic specimen 
because the assumption was that if the composite ISS was stronger than the OGFC shear 
strength, the composite specimen would break in the OGFC layer.  
A Student t-test was performed to analyze the ISS test results of the 16 treatments 
to determine the statistically significant similarities and differences at α=0.05 (Table 5.4). 
The UltraTack test results show that its ISS test results were statistically similar within its 
group for all the three tack rates as well as with the UltraFuse highest tack rate but 
significantly different from other groups. Similarly, HFMS-1H at the lowest tack rate was 
statistically similar to the UltraTack ISS test results.   
HFMS-1H, PG 64-22 and UltraFuse (except UltraFuse at 0.098 gal/yd2) were all 
statistically similar. PG 64-22, CRS-2, UltraFuse (0.033 gal/yd2), and HFMS-1H (0.98 
gal/yd2), were statistically similar. The lowest ISS test result was from the specimens with 
no tack coat. CRS-2, HFMS-1H (0098 gal/yd2), and no tack were statistically similar.  
In summary, since UltraTack emulsion product performed better than the rest of the 
tack coat products, it was selected as the tack coat material for Phases II and III of this 





Figure 5.4: Interface Shear Strength Test Results vs. Tack Coat Rate 
Table 5.4: ISS Test Results and Student T-Test Analysis Report, Levels Not 
Connected by Same Letter are Significantly Different (α=0.5) 
Tack coat type and tack 
rate (gal/yd2) 
Connecting letters Average ISS 
(psi) 
UltraFuse_0.098 A       100 
UltraTack_0.033 A B      96 
UltraTack_0.065 A B      93 
UltraTack_0.098 A B C     90 
HFMS-1H_0.033  B C D    84 
UltraFuse_0.065   C D E   78 
HFMS-1H_0.065   C D E   77 
PG 64-22_0.098   C D E F  76 
PG 64-22_0.065   C D E F  76 
UltraFuse_0.033   C D E F  75 
PG 64-22_0.033   C D E F  74 
HFMS-1H_0.098    D E F G 72 
CRS-2_0.033     E F G 67 
CRS-2_0.065     E F G 63 
CRS-2_0.098      F G 62 
No Tack       G 58 
 
PG 64-22 CRS-2 UltraFuse HFMS-1H UltraTack No Tack
0.033 gal/yd2 73 67 74 84 96 58
0.065 gal/yd2 75 63 78 77 93
0.098 gal/yd2 76 63 100 72 90




















A representative picture of the bond break for No Tack and UltraTack are shown 
in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, respectively. As marked in some of the pictures, the shear 
fracture was partially in the upper layer of OGFC instead of at the interface. This irregular 
fracture indicates that the bond was possibly stronger in the shear plane (adhesive bond) 
compared to the bond between aggregates in the upper layer of OGFC. Another observation 
from the pictures after the ISS test is that the embedment of aggregate (mechanical bond) 
from the top layer of OGFC to the bottom layer of STA under compaction force has a 
relationship with the ISS test results. Representative ISS versus displacement curves for 
No Tack and UltraTack are shown in Figure 5.7. Complete sets of curves for each treatment 


















Interface Stiffness Characteristics (k-modulus) 
The stiffness of the interface is an important property for characterizing the strength 
of bonding at the interface and for calculating the response of the pavement structure to 
traffic loading. The k-modulus is computed by dividing the peak stress by the displacement 
at failure. Figure 5.8 shows the average stiffness (k-modulus) of the specimens from each 
group of specimens evaluated in this phase of the study (PG 64-22, CRS-2, UltraFuse, 
HFMS-1H, UltraTack, and No Tack). 
The k-modulus results of the OGFC monolithic specimens are shown as a 
horizontal red line in Figure 5.8 to have a comparison with the rest of the specimens in 
Phase-I. It should be noted that the lowest stiffness results do not necessarily indicate the 
weakest strength but more ductile fracture, because k-modulus is calculated by dividing 
the peak stress over displacement and with ductile material displacement would be greater 
thus k-modulus results will be lower as it can be seen as redline for OGFC monolithic 
specimens.  
 Since k-modulus is a measure of stiffness, the OGFC monolithic specimens test 
results were lowest because OGFC mix is a ductile material compared to the dense graded 





Figure 5.8: K-modulus Results for all Treatments 
It can be seen in Table 5.5 that UltraTack yielded the highest k-modulus among the 
six tested groups regardless of tack rate. The connecting letters report indicates that the 
UltraTack test results are statistically similar to each other, but significantly different from 
other treatments and other types of tack coat with regard to stiffness (k-modulus).   
From t-test analysis of treatments it was found that CRS-2, PG 64-22, UltraFuse 
(except 0.098 gal/yd2), HFMS-1H (except 0.065 gal/yd2), and No Tack were all 
statistically similar in regards to k-modulus. The results of the k-modulus are summarized 
in Table 5.5. 
  




0.033 gal/yd2 762 837 772 930 1298
0.065 gal/yd2 787 843 833 967 1226 898
0.098 gal/yd2 835 860 1047 848 1355

























Table 5.5: K-modulus Test Results and t-test Analysis Report, Levels Not Connected 
by Same Letter are Significantly Different (α=0.5) 
Tack coat type and tack 
rate (gal/yd2) 
Connecting letters Average  
k-modulus (lb/in3) 
UltraTack_0.098 A     1355 
UltraTack_0.033 A     1298 
UltraTack_0.065 A B    1226 
UltraFuse_0.098  B C   1048 
HFMS-1H_0.065   C D  967 
HFMS-1H_0.033   C D E 930 
No Tack   C D E 898 
CRS-2_0.098   C D E 860 
HFMS-1H_0.098    D E 849 
CRS-2_0.065    D E 843 
CRS-2_0.033    D E 837 
PG 64-22_0.098    D E 835 
UltraFuse_0.065    D E 833 
PG 64-22_0.065    D E 787 
UltraFuse_0.033    D E 772 
PG 64-22_0.033     E 763 
 
 
Porosity Test of OGFC 
After the ISS testing, all 47 composite specimens were tested to measure the 
porosity of the OGFC layer that was separated from the STA layer. Figure 5.9 shows the 
average porosity of the specimens for each group of specimens. 
The porosity test results were consistent and close to the target porosity of 20%. 
The porosity of some of the specimens was a little higher than 20%, which can primarily 
be attributed to the loss of material resulting from the ISS test.  Some of the specimens did 
not break exactly at the bond, but instead the shear plane was partially within the OGFC 
layer resulting from a stronger bond in the shear plane than within the upper OGFC layer. 
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This loss of material, therefore, affected the shape of the specimen, which ultimately 
resulted in a higher calculated porosity because the specimens were not whole cylinders.  
 
Figure 5.9: Porosity Test Results of OGFC Layer by The Group 
To verify that the six test groups were statistically similar concerning porosity, an 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using α=0.05. The ANOVA analysis 
revealed that the porosity of the tested specimens were statistically similar (Table 5.6). 
  




0.033 gal/yd2 20.4 22.0 20.9 21.7 21.1 21.3
0.065 gal/yd2 20.4 20.6 20.5 20.8 19.8




















Table 5.6: ANOVA Analysis of Porosity Test Results 
Group n Mean Std Dev 
1 9 20.77 1.35 
2 9 21.38 1.20 
3 9 20.09 1.24 
4 9 21.75 1.31 
5 8 20.27 1.12 
6 3 21.34 1.06 
Source SS df MS F P-Value 
Between 18.40 5 3.68 2.39 0.0546 
Error 63.21 41 1.54     
Total 81.61 46       
 
 
Summary of Findings from Phase-I 
Five different tack coat materials (PG 64-22, CRS-2, UltraFuse, HFMS-1H, and 
UltraTack) were evaluated in this study to investigate the bond strength of composite 
asphalt specimens made of an upper layer of OGFC and a lower layer of STA. One 
important observation was that the shear fracture was partially in the upper layer of OGFC 
instead of the interface for the three treatments having the highest bond strength. For other 
treatments, the majority of the specimens fractured at the shear plane or interface between 
the upper and lower layers.  
The ISS test results indicated that UltraTack had the highest shear strength with 
less variability with regard to tack coat rate among the five other tack coat treatments 
analyzed in this study. The CRS-2 resulted in the lowest ISS of the tack coat types, which 
was only slightly higher than, but not significantly higher than the specimens with no tack 
coat. When analyzing the ISS test results, it was observed that the hot applied tack binders 
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(PG 64-22 and UltraFuse) yielded higher ISS values as the tack rate increased, but the trend 
was opposite for the emulsion products (CRS-2, HFMS-1H and UltraTack) where the ISS 
decreased with increasing tack rate. 
As part of this study, monolithic specimens were made out of STA and OGFC to 
quantify the shear strength of each of the mixes. The ISS test results for these monolithic 
specimens were compared with the ISS test results from the composite specimens. 
UltraTack, UltraFuse and HFMS-1H test results were greater than the OGFC monolithic 
results, which indicates that the bond at the interface between layers was stronger than the 
OGFC mix itself. For the rest of the specimens (PG 64-22, CRS-2 and No tack) ISS test 
results were lower than OGFC monolithic specimen. The STA monolithic specimen test 
results were much higher than all the tested composite specimens. The test results were 
analyzed to see if there were any relationships or correlations between associated variables. 
 
Compaction efforts versus ISS: 
As seen in Figures 5.10 to 5.15, there seems to be a direct relationship between the 
number of gyrations and the interface shear strength (ISS). From the figures, it can be 
concluded that the higher the gyration number, the higher the bond strength. Of course, 
there should be a compaction limit to prevent aggregate breakdown due to compaction 
force. To account for the tack coat type and tack rate effects on the ISS, each treatment 
group was analyzed independently in a separate graph, and the trend was similar for all 16 
treatments (Figures 5.10 – 5.15). From the Phase-I results, it was found that the mean 
number of gyrations was 27 with a standard deviation of 9 and this finding lead to the 
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decision that specimens will be compacted to 15, 30, and 45 gyrations in Phases II and III 




Figure 5.10: PG 64-22 ISS versus Gyration No., Tack Rate (a) 0.033, (b) 0.065, and 











Figure 5.12: UltraFuse ISS versus Gyration No., Tack Rate (a) 0.033, (b) 0.065 and 





Figure 5.13: HFMS-1H ISS versus Gyration No., Tack Rate (a) 0.033, (b) 0.065 and 





Figure 5.14: UltraTack ISS versus Gyration No., Tack Rate (a) 0.033, (b) 0.065 and 





Figure 5.15: No Tack ISS versus Gyration No. 
 
STA air voids versus ISS: 
All the STA specimens were compacted in the range of 7±1% air voids based on 
SCDOT specifications. Figures 5.16 to 5.21 show that there is a trend between STA air 
voids and ISS tests results in the range of 7±1%. Since 7±1% air voids is necessary for 
fatigue life of the pavement the only observation can be that 6 to 7% air void might yield 
better ISS test results than 7 to 8%. It Could be because when the air void content is higher, 
the surface penetration of the tack coat is higher, reducing the amount of tack available to 
bond with the OGFC. To account for the tack coat type and tack rate effects on the ISS test 
results every group of the specimens were analyzed independently by treatment in a 
separate graph, and the trend was similar for the majority of the groups (Figures 5.16 – 
5.21). From the ANOVA analysis of these specimens, it was concluded that all specimens 





Figure 5.16: PG 64-22 ISS versus STA Air Voids, Tack Rate (a) 0.033, (b) 0.065, and 











Figure 5.18: UltraFuse ISS versus STA Air Voids, Tack Rate (a) 0.033, (b) 0.065 and 





Figure 5.19: HFMS-1H ISS versus STA Air Voids, Tack Rate (a) 0.033, (b) 0.065 











Figure 5.21: No Tack versus STA Air Voids 
 
STA surface macrotexture versus ISS: 
 The Ra-value is the average roughness (texture deviation) from the plane that was 
quantified using image analysis. So far, in this study, it cannot be summarized if there is a 
relationship between the Ra-value surface texture and ISS. From the roughness test results, 
it was decided that in Phase-II of this study, the sand patch method would be used to see if 
there is any correlation between the two methods. 
Porosity versus the number of gyration in OGFC: 
Porosity is an important functional characteristic of OGFC pavement, so the 
relationship between the number of gyrations and OGFC porosity was investigated. As 
seen in Figures 5.22 and 5.23, higher compaction effort can reduce the porosity of OGFC 
pavement. The ANOVA of porosity values also indicated that the results are statistically 
similar at α=0.05. This finding supports that a reasonable higher number of gyrations can 
be used without sacrificing the porosity characteristics of OGFC layer in a composite 
specimen. Porosity versus the number of gyrations was investigated in Phase-III of this 




Figure 5.22: OGFC Porosity vs. Number of Gyration (a) PG-64 64-22, (b) CRS-2, 





Figure 5.23: OGFC Porosity vs. Number of Gyration (a) HFMS-1H, (b) UltraTack, 





RESULTS AND DISCUSSION PHASE-II 
In this phase of the study, eight different OGFC aggregate gradations were designed 
and analyzed for the upper layer of composite specimens that also included a lower layer 
of STA as in Phase-I. These OGFC gradations were designed by varying the percent 
passing the No. 4 sieve (10, 20, 30, and 40% for the 12.5 mm NMAS mix and 20, 30, 40, 
and 50% for the 9.5 mm NMAS). Each treatment is named with a two number code (e.g., 
12.5-30). In this code, the 12.5 and 9.5 represent the nominal maximum aggregate size 
(NMAS) and the number after the dash represents the percent passing the No. 4 sieve (4.75 
mm). For example, 12.5-30 means the NMAS was 12.5 mm and there was 30 percent 
passing the No. 4 sieve.  
 Uniformity Coefficient (Cu) a numerical expression of the variety in particle sizes 
in mixed natural soils, defined as the ratio of the sieve size through which 60% (by weight) 
of the material is finer to the sieve size that allows 10% of the material to pass. It is unity 
(i.e., 1.0) for a material whose particles are all of the same size, and it increases with variety 
in size (as high as 30 for heterogeneous sand). When Cu is in the range of 4 to 6, it is 
considered a well graded soil and when the Cu is less than 4, they are considered to be 
poorly, or uniformly graded. Uniformly graded indicates that the soils have a relatively 
consisted (or uniform) particle size. Figure 6.1 shows the Uniformity Coefficient (Cu) value 





Figure 6.1: Uniformity Coefficient for all Gradation Groups 
The hypothesis was that different aggregate gradations would have different 
degrees of contact area at the interface between the asphalt layers of a composite specimen, 
which can influence the bond strength between the asphalt layers. To analyze the possible 
effects of the gradation, a series of tests were conducted on each of the composite 
specimens 
 
Air Voids of Surface Type A Specimens 
A total of 48 150 mm diameter by 50 mm tall STA specimens were made in the lab 
using plant mixed asphalt. A target air void content of 7±1% air voids was selected for this 
study to replicate the in-place density of a new STA asphalt pavement layer and to be 
similar with Phase-I. The specimens were divided into eight groups of six specimens each 
(three with tack and three with no tack). All specimens were tested for air voids and the 
results are presented in Figure 6.2. Test results were statistically analyzed using the analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) method to determine if they were statistically similar at α = 0.05 





























(Table 6.1). Based on the ANOVA, it was found that all groups of STA specimens used in 
this portion of the study were statistically similar in regards to air voids. 
 
Figure 6.2: Average Air Voids Test Results of Grouped STA Specimens 
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Table 6.1: ANOVA Analysis of STA Air Voids Test Results 
Group n Mean (%) Std Dev (%)   
12.5-10 6 6.95 0.29   
12.5-20 6 6.69 0.18   
12.5-30 6 6.44 0.42   
12.5-40 6 6.58 0.25   
9.5-20 6 6.58 0.23   
9.5-30 6 6.62 0.26   
9.5-40 6 6.84 0.20   
9.5-50 6 6.68 0.25   
Source SS df MS F p 
Between 1.06 7 0.15 2.12 0.0632 
Error 2.87 40 0.07     




Image acquisition and analysis were used to measure the approximate surface 
roughness of each of the STA and OGFC surfaces in a composite specimen. In this process, 
the software differentiates the color differences (pixels) and calculates a Ra-Value. The 
Ra-Value is the average roughness (texture deviation) of all the pixel points from the plane 
to the testing surface of the specimen. In this method, pictures were first taken from the 
surface of the base layer (STA), then analyzed using ANOVA to determine whether the 
surface texture (Ra-Value) of the base specimens were statistically similar.  After 
compaction of the OGFC layer on top of the base layer (STA), pictures were taken from 
the OGFC surface for the eight gradations using the same method. The macrotexture of the 
specimens was also measured, and the roughness was quantified using the Sand Patch 
Method (ASTM E965) to see if there was any correlation between the Mean Texture Depth 
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(MTD) from the sand patch method and Image analysis Ra-Value. Figure 6.3: Calculated 
Ra-Value versus Sand Patch Method MTD of STA Specimens presents the Ra-Value of 
the base STA versus MTD from the sand patch test. Figure 6.4 presents the Ra-Value of 
OGFC gradations versus MTD from the sand patch test.  
After analysis of the data from the image analysis and sand patch methods, a 
definite correlation between the two methods was not found and this topic needs in-depth 
analysis or possibly alternate technologies to able to provide a better understanding of any 
possible relationships. 
 

































Figure 6.4: Calculated Ra-Value versus Sand Patch Method MTD of OGFC 
Specimens 
 
Porosity of OGFC 
All 48 composite specimens (eight groups) were tested to measure the porosity of 
the OGFC layer that was separated from the layer of STA. Figure 6.5 shows the average 
porosity of the specimens for each group of specimens.  
As seen in Table 6.2, the gradation groups 12.5-20, 12.5-30, and 12.5-40 were 
statistically similar to each other, but significantly different with the 12.5-10. On the other 
hand, it can be seen in Table 6.2 that the porosity test results were more consistent for the 
groups with NMAS of 9.5 mm and were all statistically similar to each other as well as 
similar to 12.5-10. The lowest porosity result was from the 12.5-40, which indicates that 




























Sand Patch MTD (mm) OGFC
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The porosity of some of the specimens was a little higher than 20%, which could 
potentially be attributed to the loss of material resulting from the ISS test.  Some of the 
specimens did not break exactly at the bond, but instead the shear plane was partially in 
the OGFC layer resulting from a stronger bond in the shear plane than within the upper 
OGFC layer. Losing some of the aggregates, therefore, affected the shape and dry weight 
of the specimen, which ultimately resulted in a higher calculated porosity. 
 




























Table 6.2: Porosity Test Results and t-test Analysis Report, Levels Not Connected 







12.5-10 A    21.8 
9.5-20 A    21.4 
9.5-50 A B   20.5 
9.5-30 A B   20.4 
9.5-40 A B C  20.0 
12.5-20  B C D 19.0 
12.5-30   C D 17.9 
12.5-40    D 17.7 
 
 
Infiltration of OGFC Layer 
The constant head infiltration test was used to measure the water infiltration rate of 
the OGFC layer in each composite specimen after compaction of the OGFC layer. This test 
method was used to evaluate whether the eight different OGFC gradations affected the 
water infiltration rate of the OGFC overlay.  
Figure 6.6 presents the infiltration rate for the eight groups of gradation and, as seen 
in Figure 6.6 and Table 6.3, there was a reduction in infiltration rate with the changes in 
gradation and the trend was similar with 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm NMAS. From the analysis 
of the infiltration tests, it was found that infiltration reduced for all specimens as the percent 
of aggregate passing No. 4 sieve increase.  
Table 6.3 shows that among the eight gradations, 12.5-10 is significantly different 
from other gradations. Similarly, 12.5-20 and 9.5-20 are similar with each other, but 
significantly different from other gradations and at last 9.5-30, 9.5-40, 9.5-50, 12.5-30, and 
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12.5-40 are similar to each other, but significantly different from rest of the gradations with 
regard to infiltration. These similarities and differences are due to percent passing No. 4 
sieve. 
 
Figure 6.6: Infiltration Test Results for all Gradation Groups 
 
Table 6.3: Infiltration Test results and t-test Analysis Report, Levels Not Connected 







12.5-10 A   1568 
9.5-20  B  1045 
12.5-20  B  1033 
9.5-30   C 566 
12.5-30   C 466 
9.5-40   C 458 
12.5-40   C 367 









































Porosity versus Infiltration 
Results of infiltration and porosity were analyzed to see if there were any 
correlations. Figure 6.7 shows the porosity versus infiltration, as it can be seen in this figure 
that that there is a direct relationship between porosity and infiltration: Infiltration 
increased with the increase in porosity. 
Figure 6.8 shows that porosity decreased with the increase in percent passing No. 
4 sieve. With higher percent passing the No. 4 sieve, the aggregate gradation changes as 
well as the pore sizes, thus it effects the porosity and infiltration.  
 































Figure 6.8: Porosity versus % Passing No.4 Sieve Relationship 
 
OGFC Shear Strength 
It is assumed that to prevent failure at the layer interface, the bond strength must be 
greater than the OGFC shear strength. In this part of the study, monolithic OGFC 
specimens were made to quantify the shear strength of the OGFC mixes and compare the 
results with the composite specimens. The specimens consisted of a 100±5 mm layer of 
OGFC. A total of 24 specimens (8 gradations × 3 specimens) were evaluated for shear 
strength. Figure 6.9 summarizes the shear strength of the gradation groups.  
To analyze the similarities and differences among the OGFC gradation groups, 
Student’s t-test analysis was used to evaluate the OGFC shear strength test results. Table 



























Figure 6.9: OGFC Shear Strength Test Results for all Gradation Groups 
 
Table 6.4: OGFC Shear Strength Test results and t-test Analysis Report, Levels Not 






Strength  (psi) 
12.5-30 A     74.1 
12.5-10  B    61.4 
9.5-40  B C   55.7 
9.5-30   C D  51.8 
9.5-20   C D  51.5 
12.5-40   C D E 49.5 
12.5-20    D E 45.6 
9.5-50     E 43.9 
 
  
12.5-10 12.5-20 12.5-30 12.5-40 9.5-20 9.5-30 9.5-40 9.5-50


























Interface Shear Strength 
Interface Shear Strength (ISS) test results were analyzed for the eight OGFC 
gradations (Figure 6.10). It should be noted that only one type of tack coat (UltraTack) was 
used in this phase of research. UltraTack, is an emulsified non-tracking asphalt and was 
selected based on the test results of Phase-I of this study where it was found that the 
UltraTack emulsion product at its lowest tack rate (0.033 g/yd2) performed better than the 
rest of the tack coat products evaluated in Phase-I.  
To gain a better understanding of the test results, the eight OGFC gradations were 
divided into two groups of tack and no tack. Table 6.5 shows the Student’s t-test analysis 
for the eight gradations and two treatments (tack and no tack) to see if there were any 
similarities and differences statistically.  
The trends for 12.5-10, 12.5-20, 12.5-30, 9.5-20 and 9.5-50 were similar: the no 
tack coat ISS results were slightly higher than the ones with tack coat, but not statistically 
significant within its gradation.  The opposite trend was seen for the 12.5-40, 9.5-30, and 
9.5-40 gradations where the tack coat resulted in higher ISS test results, but again, the 
results were not statistically significant.  
By analyzing the data in Table 6.5 it was found that 12.5-40 Tack, 12.5-40 No Tack, 
and 12.5-30, No Tack was similar statistically and resulted in the highest bond strength in 
regards to ISS. This could be due to the higher percent passing No. 4 sieve. The hypothesis 
was that higher percent passing No. 4 increases the points of contact (adhesion bond) 
between asphalt layers. Specimens made with NMAS of 9.5 mm were all statistically 
similar to each other as well as similar to 12.5-10, 12.5-20 and 12.5-30-Tack only. Figure 
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6.11 shows the ISS versus % passing No. 4 sieve relationship. In this figure it can be seen 
that ISS increased with the increase in % passing No. 4 sieve for the specimens with NMAS 
of 12.5 mm but the trend is relatively flat for the specimens with NMAS of 9.5 mm.  The 
connecting letters report in Table 6.5 shows more relationships and similarities among 
gradations groups in details. 
In this phase, the bond strength for tack and no-tack specimens was observed to be 
much higher than the OGFC shear strength, which ultimately can lead to a stronger bond 
between layers and possibly prevent bond failure at the interface of the two layers.  
 
Figure 6.10: Interface Shear Strength ISS Test Results (tack and no tack coat) 
  
12.5-10 12.5-20 12.5-30 12.5-40 9.5-20 9.5-30 9.5-40 9.5-50
Tack 91 93 98 116 87 94 91 88






















Figure 6.11: ISS versus % Passing No. 4 Sieve Relationship 
 
Table 6.5: Interface Shear Strength ISS Test Results and t-test Analysis Report, 
Levels Not Connected by Same Letter are Significantly Different (α=0.05) 
OGFC Gradation Groups 
(Tack and No Tack) 
Connecting 
Letters 
Average ISS (psi) 
12.5-40-Tack A    116 
12.5-40-No Tack A B   107 
12.5-30-No Tack A B C  106 
12.5-30-Tack  B C D 98 
12.5-20-No Tack  B C D 96 
9.5-30-Tack  B C D 94 
12.5-20-Tack  B C D 93 
12.5-10-No Tack  B C D 92 
9.5-30-No Tack  B C D 92 
9.5-50-No Tack   C D 91 
9.5-40-Tack   C D 91 
12.5-10-Tack   C D 91 
9.5-40-No Tack    D 88 
9.5-20-No Tack    D 88 
9.5-50-Tack    D 88 

























When analyzing the ISS test results it was found that the bond strength exceeded 
the shear strength of the OGFC mix for all gradations regardless of tack coat. It is worth 
noting that all the specimens were compacted with 30 gyrations of a Superpave Gyratory 
Compactor and the number of gyrations was selected based on the results of Phase-I. 
 Representative pictures of the bond break for no tack and tack specimens are 
shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure 6.13. As marked in some of the pictures, the shear fracture 
was partially in the upper layer of OGFC instead of the interface. This irregular fracture 
indicates that the bond was possibly stronger in the shear plane (adhesive + mechanical 
bond) compared to the bond between aggregates in the upper layer of OGFC. Embedment 
of aggregate (mechanical bond) from the top layer of OGFC to the bottom layer of STA 
was evaluated in depth in Phase-III of this research under three different compaction 















Interface Stiffness Characteristics (k-modulus) 
The stiffness of the interface is an important property for characterizing the strength 
of bonding at the interface. The k-modulus is computed by dividing the peak stress by the 
displacement at failure from the stress versus displacement curve. The k-modulus was 
calculated for all eight gradation groups (48 composite specimens) to determine the 
stiffness of the interface between the OGFC and the underlying layer of STA. Figure 6.14 
shows the average stiffness (k-modulus) of the specimens for each group of specimens with 
and without tack coat.   
The connecting letters report in Table 6.6-a indicates that the gradation groups with 
NMAS of 12.5 mm, were statistically similar to each other regardless of tack coat treatment 
in regards to stiffness (k-modulus). Table 6.6-b shows that the gradation groups of 9.5-50 
tack, 9.5-50 no tack, 9.5-40 tack, 9.5-40 no tack, and 9.5-30 no tack, were statistically 
similar with each other, but significantly different from rest of the groups with NMAS of 
9.5 mm in regards to k-modulus.   
Table 6.7 shows the t-test analysis of all OGFC gradation groups combined for 
specimens with NMAS of 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm regarding k-modulus to analyze if there 
was any similarities or differences statistically. It was observed in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 
that tack and no tack test results were different within each gradation group but not 
statistically significant in regards to k-modulus.  
From the analysis in Table 6.6, it was found that among the eight gradation groups 
and two tack treatments (tack and no tack coat) all the results were statistically similar 
except the 9.5-40 Tack, 9.5-40 No Tack, 9.5-20 Tack, and 12.5-20 Tack, that were 
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significantly different. K-modulus results are calculated based on the displacement at the 
bond under loading, and the results can be affected by bond behavior and brittle or ductile 
fracture can change the results. Bond fracture, or k-modulus, can also be affected by the 
aggregate embedment from the upper layer of OGFC to the lower layer of STA, which was 
evaluated in detail in Phase-III of this study. 
 
Figure 6.14: k-modulus Test Results (tack and no tack coat) 
  
12.5-10 12.5-20 12.5-30 12.5-40 9.5-20 9.5-30 9.5-40 9.5-50
Tack 1007 863 970 1011 810 883 1021 970
























Table 6.6: k-modulus Test Results and t-test Analysis Report, Levels Not Connected 






Table 6.7: k-modulus Test Results and t-test Analysis Report for all OGFC 
gradations, Levels Not Connected by Same Letter are Significantly Different 
(α=0.05) 
OGFC Gradation Groups 
(Tack and No Tack) 
Connecting Letters Average k-modulus 
(lb/in3) 
9.5-40-No Tack A     1058 
9.5-40-Tack A B    1021 
12.5-40-Tack A B C   1011 
12.5-10-Tack A B C   1007 
12.5-10-No Tack A B C D  984 
9.5-50-No Tack A B C D  976 
12.5-30-Tack A B C D  970 
9.5-50-Tack A B C D  970 
9.5-30-No Tack A B C D  951 
12.5-20-No Tack A B C D  950 
12.5-40-No Tack  B C D E 921 
12.5-30-No Tack  B C D E 904 
9.5-30-Tack   C D E 883 
9.5-20-No Tack   C D E 880 
12.5-20-Tack    D E 863 
9.5-20-Tack     E 810 
 
 
Summary of Findings from Phase-II 
Eight different OGFC aggregate gradations were evaluated in this phase of study 
to investigate the effects of different gradation on bond strength in composite asphalt 
specimens made of an upper layer of OGFC and a lower layer of STA.  
One important observation was that the shear fracture was partially in the upper 
layer of OGFC instead of the interface for the three highest bond strength test results. On 
the contrary, the majority of the specimens fractured exactly at the shear plane or interface 
of the upper and lower layers.  
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The ISS test results indicate that all the specimens tested in this phase had a higher 
shear strength than OGFC monolithic specimens which indicates that the mechanical bond 
and adhesive bond (aggregate embedment and tack coat) at the interface between layers 
was stronger than the OGFC mix itself. The ISS test results increased with the increase in 
percent passing No. 4 sieve for the composite specimens with NMAS of 12.5 mm. It was 
assumed that with higher percent passing the No. 4 sieve, the aggregate potentially has 
more contact points at the interface which can improve the adhesive bond and increase the 
bond strength.  For the specimens with NMAS of 9.5 mm there was not any clear 
correlation between the percent passing No. 4 and ISS test results.  
It was found from the statistical analysis of the gradation groups with NMAS of 
12.5 mm, that they were statistically similar to each other with and without tack coat in 
regards to stiffness (k-modulus). For the specimens with NMAS of 9.5 mm, the k-modulus 
results was similar for different percent passing No. 4 sieve. The higher percent passing 
number No. 4 sieve, the higher the k-modulus. This was because with the finer gradation 
the shear fracture is more brittle and this affected the k-modulus results.  
Among the eight gradations tested for infiltration, it was found that there was a 
direct relationship between the percent passing No. 4 sieve and infiltration rate. The higher 
percent passing No. 4 sieve, the lower the porosity thus ultimately lower infiltration rate, 
the same trend was observed for 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm NMAS. This change in infiltration 
could be due to the fact that higher number passing No. 4 sieve generally makes the 
gradation finer and less permeable, so the infiltration rate was lower.  
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The porosity value of the gradation groups were generally similar to each other. 
When analyzing the porosity test results it was found that the trend was similar with 
infiltration tests. The higher percent passing No. 4 sieve the lower the porosity test results. 
After analysis of the data from image analysis and sand patch method, a definite 
correlation between the two methods was not found and this topic needs in-depth analysis 






RESULTS AND DISCUSSION PHASE-III 
Phase-III of the research was designed to study the effects of the compaction effort 
on the bond strength of the asphalt layers. The main hypothesis was that with changing 
aggregate gradations and compaction efforts, the contact points of aggregate from upper 
layer of OGFC to the lower layer of STA changes and this change can potentially affect 
the bond strength 
Phase-II test results were statistically analyzed for similarities and differences, and 
four gradations were selected to be evaluated further in Phase-III. The selected groups were 
(12.5-10, 12.5-30, 9.5-20, and 9.5-40). In Phase-III of this study, three different gyration 
levels (15, 30, and 45) were evaluated to study the effects of compaction effort on bond 
strength. Figure 7.1 shows the Uniformity Coefficient (Cu) value for each of these 
gradations. 
 































The selected aggregate gradations were studied in two different parts, composite 
specimens and OGFC monolithic specimens. In the first part, composite specimens were 
made using three gyration levels (15, 30, and 45) and tested for bond strength. In the second 
part, OGFC monolithic specimens were made to quantify the shear strength of each of the 
mixes in Phase-III. The ISS test results of composite specimens were compared with the 
shear strength of the OGFC lab mixed monolithic specimens in Phase-III. 
After analyzing the test results of Phase-I and Phase-II of this study, Phase-III was 
designed to evaluate the influence of compaction efforts on bond strength and to analyze 
the OGFC mix shear strength that used this phase.  
In this phase, four different OGFC gradations were selected from the eight 
gradations studied in Phase-II. The selected four gradations for this phase of the study were 
12.5-10, 12.5-30, 9.5-20, and 9.5-40.  Test results of the eight gradations were statistically 
analyzed for similarities and differences as well as for better results and four gradations 
was selected for further study in Phase-III and IV. The selection was based on analysis of 
the ISS, k-modulus, infiltration, and porosity test results. 
There were a total of 24 treatments (2 NMAS × 2 gradations × 3 gyration levels × 
1 tack coat material × 2 tack coat rates) and 72 specimens total. In this portion of the study, 
composite specimens were made using 15 and 45 gyrations. In Phase-I, composite 
specimens were made with specific height (100 mm) and number of gyrations was recorded 
for all the specimens. Number of gyrations data were analyzed and the mean number of 
gyration was 27 with a standard deviation of 9. From the analysis results, 15, 30, and 45 
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gyrations was considered to cover approximately cover two standard deviations on either 
side of the mean.  
The test results were combined with the specimens from Phase-II that were made 
with 30 gyrations to compare and analyze all the gyration levels (15, 30, and 45). The three 
levels of gyrations were used to evaluate the effects of low, medium and high level of 
compaction efforts on bond strength and other functional properties of OGFC mix. All 
specimens were prepared in the same manner as the specimens in Phase-II. 
 
Air Voids of Surface Type A Specimens 
A target air void content of 7±1% air voids was selected for this study to replicate 
the in-place density of a new STA asphalt pavement layer and to be similar with Phase-I. 
The specimens were divided into four gradation groups (12.5-10, 12.5-30, 9.5-20, and 9.5-
40). All the specimens were tested for air voids and the results are presented in Figure 7.2. 
Test results were statistically analyzed using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) method to 
determine if there were any statistically significant differences at α = 0.05. From the 
ANOVA analysis, it was found that all the STA specimens were statistically similar with 
respect to air voids (Table 7.1). The ANOVA analysis was done to make sure all the STA 





Figure 7.2: Average Air Voids Test Results of Grouped STA Specimens 
 
Table 7.1: ANOVA Analysis of STA Air Voids Test Results 
Group n Mean (%) Std Dev (%)   
12.5-10 18 6.82 0.31   
12.5-30 18 6.80 0.41   
9.5-20 18 6.76 0.35   
9.5-40 18 6.90 0.26   
Source SS df MS F p 
Between 0.18 3 0.06 0.53 0.6653 
Error 7.78 68 0.11     
Total 7.96 71       
 
  

























Mean Texture Depth (MTD) 
The sand patch method (ASTM E965) was used to measure the macrotexture (Mean 
Texture Depth) of the OGFC in each composite specimen. All 72 specimens were tested 
with this method to determine if there was any relationship between the texture of the 
OGFC mix and the bond friction (mechanical bond) and/or bond adhesion (contact area) 
between asphalt layers. Figure 7.3 shows the MTD test results. 
In Figure 7.3, the effects of number of gyrations on OGFC macrotexture are visible. 
The results show that the higher the gyration number, the smoother the surface texture. 
Table 7.2 shows the effects, or a possible relationship of the contact area (fracture plane), 
to the bond strength. The assumption is that coarse aggregate gradation has less contact 
area at the interface compared to finer gradations. 
In addition to a higher contact area (adhesive bond), this also can be due to 
aggregate embedment (mechanical bond) due to a higher compaction effort (i.e., number 
of gyrations). As seen in Figure 7.3 and Table 7.2 there is a significant difference in MTD 
test results from 15 gyrations to 30 gyration, but the difference between 30 to 45 gyrations 





Figure 7.3: MTD Test Results by OGFC Gradation and Gyration Number 
Table 7.2: MTD Test Results and t-test Analysis Report, Levels Not Connected by 
Same Letter are Significantly Different (a) NMAS 12.5 mm, and (b) NMAS of 9.5 
mm (α=0.05) 
 
12.5-10 12.5-30 9.5-20 9.5-40
15 Gyration 8.9 5.1 6.6 4.3
30 Gyration 5.9 3.9 4.7 3.1


















OGFC Gradation Group 
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Infiltration of OGFC Layer 
The constant head infiltration test was used to measure the water infiltration rate of 
each composite specimen after compaction of OGFC layer. This test method was used to 
evaluate whether the four different OGFC gradations (12.5-10, 12.5-30, 9.5-20, and 9.5-
40) and three levels of gyration (15, 30, and 45) affected the water infiltration rate of the 
OGFC overlay.  
Figure 7.4 presents the infiltration rate for all the four gradations. As seen in Figure 
7.4 there was a substantial reduction in infiltration rate with the higher number of gyrations 
and the trend was similar for 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm NMAS.  
In Figure 7.4, it can be seen that the higher gyration level had a significant effect in 
reducing the infiltration rate, but not to the point to sacrifice the functional property of 
OGFC. For gradation groups 12.5-10 and 9.5-20, test results showed that the three gyration 
levels were significantly different with regard to infiltration (Table 7.3). In gradation group 
12.5-30, the infiltration rate for specimens made with 15 gyrations were similar to 
specimens made with 30 gyrations, but statistically significantly different with specimens 
made with 45 gyrations. The only gradation group that the test results for infiltration were 
not significantly different under all three levels of gyration was 9.5-40.  
From the analysis of the infiltration tests, it was also found that infiltration was 
reduced among groups with the increase of percent passing the No. 4 sieve. Table 7.3 shows 
the connecting letters report for the four gradation groups tested for infiltration in this 
phase. There are some similarities and differences statistically (α=0.05) among the 
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gradation groups but all the specimens were tested to be porous and function as an OGFC 
mix.  
 To analyze the effects of gyration number (compaction efforts) on the infiltration 
properties of OGFC gradation groups’ number of gyrations was added at the end of each 
group ID. For example, “12.5-10-15” means 12.5 NMAS, 10% passing No. 4 sieve and 15 
gyrations. The infiltration test results were analyzed for each treatment with the Student’s 
t-test means comparisons of infiltration test results by groups of gradation at α=0.05. 
 































Table 7.3: Infiltration Test Results and t-test Analysis Report, Levels Not Connected 







12.5-10-15 A      2383 
9.5-20-15  B     1658 
12.5-10-30  B     1568 
9.5-20-30   C    1045 
12.5-10-45   C    1024 
9.5-20-45    D   757 
12.5-30-15    D E  672 
9.5-40-15    D E F 545 
12.5-30-30     E F 466 
9.5-40-30     E F 458 
12.5-30-45      F 378 
9.5-40-45      F 325 
 
Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 shows the MTD versus infiltration test results for all the 
gradations based on gyration number. In these figures it can be seen that there are 
significant differences between the specimens made with 15 and 45 gyrations, but 
comparing the specimens made with 30 and 45 gyrations the differences were not 
significant with regards to MTD. 
When evaluating the correlation between MTD and infiltration, it was found that 
when MTD is greater than 6 mm the infiltration increases significantly for gradations with 
NMAS of 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm. Another observation was that the percent passing No. 4 
sieve affected the MTD and infiltration simultaneously for gradations with the same 
NMAS. Infiltration increased with the increase in MTD for both NMAS of 12.5 mm and 
9.5 mm. Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 show the relationship between MTD and infiltration for 




Figure 7.5: MTD versus Infiltration for NMAS of 12.5 mm 
 
 


































































Shear Strength of OGFC Mix 
In this part of the study, monolithic OGFC specimens were made to measure the 
shear strength of the OGFC mixes used in Phase-III. The specimens consisted of a 100±5 
mm tall OGFC specimen having a diameter of 150 mm. A total of 12 treatments (4 
gradations × 3 gyrations) and a total of 36 specimens were made with lab-mixed asphalt. 
Figure 7.7 shows the shear strength test results of each of the OGFC gradation groups by 
treatment.  
In Figure 7.7, it can be seen that a higher number of gyrations or compaction effort 
increased the shear strength of the OGFC mixes significantly. Table 7.4 shows the t-test 
analysis of the OGFC shear strength results. From the t-test analysis, it was found that the 
shear strength of the specimens with NMAS of 12.5 mm compacted with 30 and 45 
gyrations are similar statistically but significantly different with the specimens made with 
15 gyrations within each gradation. It was also found that for gradations with NMAS of 
9.5 mm, the specimens made with 15 and 30 gyrations were similar statistically but 
significantly different with the specimens made with 45 gyrations within each gradation. 






Figure 7.7: Average Shear Strength Test Results for Monolithic OGFC Specimens 
versus Gyration Number 
 
Table 7.4: OGFC Shear Strength and t-test Analysis Report by Treatment, Levels 
Not Connected by Same Letter are Significantly Different (α=0.05) 
OGFC Gradation Group 





12.5-30-45 A      75 
12.5-30-30 A B     74 
9.5-40-45  B C    67 
12.5-10-45  B C    67 
12.5-10-30   C D   61 
9.5-20-45   C D   61 
12.5-30-15   C D   60 
9.5-40-30    D E  56 
9.5-20-30     E F 51 
9.5-40-15     E F 50 
12.5-10-15     E F 50 
9.5-20-15      F 48 
 
  
12.5-10 12.5-30 9.5-20 9.5-40
15 Gyration 50 60 48 50
30 Gyration 61 74 51 56


























Infiltration of OGFC Monolithic 
The constant head infiltration test was used to measure the water infiltration rate of 
each monolithic specimen. This test method was used to evaluate whether there was a 
difference in infiltration between the composite specimens and OGFC monolithic 
specimens. Four different OGFC gradations (12.5-10, 12.5-30, 9.5-20, and 9.5-40) and 
three levels of gyration (15, 30, and 45) were used to make these monolithic specimens. 
The total of 36 specimens were tested for water infiltration and the results are shown in 
Figure 7.8. 
It can be seen in Figure 7.8 and Table 7.5 that specimens made with 15 gyrations 
were statistically different than the specimens made with 30 and 45 gyrations, but the 
specimens made with 30 and 45 gyrations were similar to each other within each gradation 
group except for the 9.5-20 gradation where specimens compacted with 15 and 30 
gyrations were similar to each other, but significantly different than 45 gyrations.  
Another observation was that specimens with the same NMAS, but different 
percent passing No. 4 sieve had significantly different test results. The difference could be 
due to the Cu of each gradation. In other words, by increasing the percent passing the No. 





Figure 7.8: Average Infiltration for OGFC Monolithic Specimens 
 
Table 7.5: OGFC Infiltration and t-test Analysis Report by Treatment, Levels Not 
Connected by Same Letter are Significantly Different (α=0.05) 
OGFC Gradation Group 





12.5-10-15 A      2434 
9.5-20-15  B     1422 
12.5-10-30  B C    1333 
9.5-20-30  B C    1186 
12.5-10-45   C    1139 
9.5-40-15    D   877 
9.5-20-45    D   877 
12.5-30-15    D E  759 
9.5-40-30     E F 579 
12.5-30-30      F 473 
9.5-40-45      F 384 
12.5-30-45      F 379 
 
  
12.5-10 12.5-30 9.5-20 9.5-40
15 Gyration 2434 759 1422 877
30 Gyration 1333 473 1186 579
























Porosity test of OGFC Monolithic 
All 36 OGFC monolithic specimens (4 groups) were also tested for porosity to 
evaluate the functional properties of the OGFC aggregate gradation groups. Figure 7.9 
shows the average porosity of the specimens for all four gradation groups and three 
gyration levels. 
It can be seen in Figure 7.9 and Table 7.6 that specimens with NMAS of 12.5 mm 
made with 15 gyrations were statistically different than the specimens made with 30 and 
45 gyrations, in regards to porosity. The specimens with NMAS of 9.5 mm were 
significantly different at each level of gyration with respect to porosity.  
 
 
Figure 7.9: Average Porosity Test Results by Treatment 
  
12.5-10 12.5-30 9.5-20 9.5-40
15 Gyration 21 16 20 19
30 Gyration 17 13 17 16

















Table 7.6: Porosity Student’s t-test Analysis by Treatment, Levels Not Connected by 
Same Letter are Significantly Different (α=0.05) 
OGFC Gradation Group 





12.5-10-15 A      20.9 
9.5-20-15 A B     19.9 
9.5-40-15  B     19.3 
9.5-20-30   C    17.5 
12.5-10-30   C    17.4 
12.5-10-45   C D   16.1 
12.5-30-15   C D   16.1 
9.5-40-30    D   15.6 
9.5-20-45    D   15.4 
9.5-40-45     E  13.8 
12.5-30-30     E F 12.6 
12.5-30-45      F 11.8 
 
To have a better understanding of the infiltration versus porosity test results, Figure 
7.10 present the data based on NMAS. It can be seen in Figure 7.10 that there was a direct 
relationship between infiltration and porosity: as the porosity increased, the infiltration also 
increased. Also, there was an indirect relationship between number of gyrations and 






Figure 7.10: Porosity versus Infiltration for all Specimens  
Figure 7.11 shows the plot of shear strength versus porosity for the monolithic 
OGFC specimens. It can be seen in Figure 7.11 that specimens with less porosity had a 
higher shear strength. Another observation was that with the increase in % passing No. 4 
sieve, porosity reduced for the specimens made with the same NMAS (Figure 7.12). With 
the increase in percent passing No. 4 sieve, the shear strength increased, but porosity 
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Figure 7.11: Porosity versus Shear Strength for all Specimens 
 
 
Figure 7.12: Porosity versus % Passing No. 4 Sieve for all Specimens 
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Interface Shear Strength 
Interface Shear Strength (ISS) was tested for each treatment (gradation and gyration 
level) and the results are presented in Figure 7.13. The trends for each gradation were 
generally similar in that the ISS increased as the compaction effort increased. The only 
exception was for the 12.5-10 where the ISS was slightly greater for 30 gyrations than 45 
gyrations, but this difference was not statistically significant. Comparing the ISS test 
results, it was found that for a given aggregate gradation, the presence of tack coat did not 
have a statistically significant impact on the ISS. UltraTack (0.033 g/yd2) was selected as 
the tack coat in this phase based on the results of Phase-I of this study. 
It is assumed that to prevent failure at the layer interface, the bond strength must be 
greater than OGFC shear strength. Figure 7.14 shows the OGFC shear strength of the 
monolithic specimens. Comparing the ISS test results of the composite specimens with the 
OGFC monolithic shear strength, it was observed that the bond strength of the composite 
specimens were stronger than OGFC mix itself, which can be attributed to mechanical bond 





Figure 7.13: Interface Shear Strength Test Results versus Gyration Number (a) 





Figure 7.14: Average Shear Strength for Monolithic OGFC Specimens 
The changes in gradation and compaction effort for the lab made specimens 
resulted in a bond strength that exceeded the shear strength of the OGFC mix. From the 
test results and statistical analysis, it was found that specimens made with 15 gyrations had 
the lowest bond strength, which indicates that 15 gyrations, or its equivalent compaction 
effort in the field, may not be enough to result in a strong bond between OGFC and the 
underlying asphalt layer.  
Table 7.7-a presents the results of the Student’s t-test analysis of ISS test results for 
the specimens with NMAS of 12.5 mm by treatment. In the statistical analysis (Table 7.7-
a) it was found that specimens compacted with 30 and 45 gyrations compared to 15 
gyrations resulted in significantly stronger bond within each gradation and NMAS, but tack 
and no tack differences with same treatment were not significant  
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Table 7.7-b presents the results of the Student’s t-test analysis of ISS test results for 
the specimens with NMAS of 9.5 mm by treatments. Statistical analysis of Table 7.7-b 
shows that ISS test results of gradation group 9.5-40 were significantly different by level 
of gyrations, but were similar in regards to tack and no tack except the specimens made 
using 15 gyrations where the tack and no tack were significantly different. Another 
observation from Table 7.7-b was that the ISS test results for gradation group 9.5-20 were 
significantly similar for specimens made with 30 and 45 gyrations, but different with 
specimens made with 15 gyrations. Differences between tack and no tack treatments were 




Table 7.7: Interface Shear Strength ISS Test Results and t-test Analysis Report, 
Levels Not Connected by Same Letter are Significantly Different (a) NMAS of 12.5 





Table 7.8 shows the results of the combined Student’s t-test analysis to compare 
statistical similarities and differences between the four gradation groups in this study in 
regards to ISS. The t-test analysis is presented in the connecting letters report. The results 
showed that specimens compacted with 30 and 45 gyrations resulted in a significantly 
stronger bond when compared with monolithic OGFC specimens shear strength.  
This can be due to aggregate embedment from the upper layer of OGFC to the lower 
layer of STA at the interface (mechanical bond). The main hypothesis in this phase was 
that with changing aggregate gradations and compaction efforts, the depth of aggregate 




Table 7.8: Interface Shear Strength ISS Test Results and t-test Analysis Report, 
Levels Not Connected by Same Letter are Significantly Different (α=0.05) 
OGFC Gradation Groups 
(Tack and No Tack) 
Connecting Letters Average ISS 
(psi) 
12.5-30-45-Tack A          107 
12.5-30-45-No Tack A          106 
12.5-30-30-No Tack A          106 
9.5-40-45-No Tack A B         103 
9.5-40-45-Tack A B C        99 
12.5-30-30-Tack A B C D       98 
9.5-20-45-No Tack A B C D E      95 
9.5-20-45-Tack  B C D E F     94 
12.5-10-30-No Tack  B C D E F     92 
9.5-40-30-Tack   C D E F     91 
12.5-10-30-Tack   C D E F     91 
12.5-10-45-No Tack   C D E F     91 
9.5-40-30-No Tack   C D E F     88 
9.5-20-30-No Tack   C D E F     88 
9.5-20-30-Tack    D E F G    87 
9.5-40-15-Tack     E F G H   86 
12.5-10-45-Tack      F G H I  84 
12.5-30-15-No Tack       G H I J 75 
9.5-40-15-No Tack        H I J 75 
9.5-20-15-Tack         I J 74 
12.5-30-15-Tack         I J 74 
9.5-20-15-No Tack          J 67 
12.5-10-15-No Tack          J 67 
12.5-10-15-Tack          J 66 
 
 
A representative picture of the bond break for no tack and tack are shown in Figure 
7.15 and Figure 7.16 respectively. Embedment of aggregate (mechanical bond) from the 
top layer of OGFC into the bottom layer of STA was evaluated in detail in Phase-IV of this 










Figure 7.16: Composite Specimen Bond Break after ISS, 12.5-30-45 Tack 
Figure 7.17 shows the ISS versus MTD test results for the specimens with NMAS 
of 12.5 mm and Figure 7.18 shows ISS versus MTD test results for the specimens with 
NMAS of 9.5 mm. In these figures it can be seen that the R2 for all the trend lines are less 
than 0.5 except specimens with NMAS of 12.5 mm and 45 gyrations which indicates that 
there is not a strong relationship.  
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Figure 7.19 shows the ISS, versus MTD, test results for all the specimens combined 
in one figure. In this figure, it can be seen that there are significant differences between the 
specimens made with 15 and 45 gyrations, but comparing the specimens made with 30 and 
45 gyrations the differences were not significant with regards to MTD. 
 
Figure 7.17: ISS versus MTD for Specimens with NMAS of 12.5 mm 
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Figure 7.18: ISS versus MTD for Specimens with NMAS of 9.5 mm 
 
 
Figure 7.19: MTD versus ISS for all OGFC Gradation Groups 
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Interface Stiffness Characteristics (k-modulus) 
The interface shear stiffness was calculated to determine the degree of brittle or 
ductile behavior of each composite treatment. K-modulus is calculated by dividing the peak 
stress to displacement at peak force or by dividing the peak force by the displacement and 
the unit can be either psi/in or lb/in3. The k-modulus was calculated for each of the 72 
composite specimens tested in this phase of the study and the results are summarized in 
Figure 7.20. K-modulus test results were statistically analyzed using the Student’s t-test to 
identify any significant differences between treatments (Table 7.9 and Table 7.10).   
Table 7.9 (a) shows similarities and differences in k-modulus among the groups 
with NMAS of 12.5 mm. Statistical analysis showed that gradation group 12.5-10 
specimens were significantly different in regards to k-modulus. The specimens made with 
30 gyrations had the highest k-modulus test results, followed by 45 gyrations and the lowest 
results were specimens made with 15 gyrations.  
When analyzing the test data for gradation group 12.5-30, it was found that the tack 
and no tack treatment test results were different in each pair but not statistically significant 
within each gyrations level (e.g., 12.5-30-15 Tack and 12.5-30-15 No tack were similar). 
Within this gradation group, specimens made with 30 and 45 gyrations were statistically 
similar except 12.5-30-45 no tack and significantly different from the specimens made with 
15 gyrations.   
Table 7.9 (b) shows similarities and differences among the groups with NMAS of 
9.5 mm. The gradation group 9.5-40 were significantly different by level of gyrations, and 
the specimens made with 30 gyrations had the highest k-modulus followed by 45 gyrations 
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and 15 gyrations. The gradation group 9.5-20 specimens were statistically similar for 45 
and 30 gyrations, but significantly different with specimens made with 15 gyrations.  
In summary, the highest k-modulus does not necessarily mean the best results, 
because the k-modulus results are dependent on displacement and displacement can be 
effected by bond whether its behavior is ductile or brittle under load. The lower k-modulus 
results for the specimens made with 45 gyrations can be due to aggregate embedment and 
ultimately ductile behavior of bond compared to the specimens made with 30 gyrations 
which were more brittle. Similarly, it can be assumed that since 15 gyrations are not enough 
to create a strong bond as the k-modulus test results were the lowest among each gradation 
group.  
Table 7.10 shows the t-test analysis of the k-modulus of all OGFC gradation groups 
to present and analyze the statistical similarities and differences of the k-modulus test 
results when combining all four gradation groups (12.5-10, 12.5-30, 9.5-20, and 9.5-40) 





Figure 7.20: k-modulus Test Results versus Gyration Number (a) NMAS of 12.5 





Table 7.9: K-modulus Test Results and t-test Analysis Report, Levels Not Connected 






Table 7.10: K-modulus Test Results for all gradations combined, and t-test Analysis 
Report, Levels Not Connected by Same Letter are Significantly Different (α=0.05) 
OGFC Gradation Groups 
(Tack and No Tack 
Connecting Letters Average k-
modulus (lb/in3) 
9.5-40-30-No Tack A        1058 
9.5-40-30-Tack A        1021 
12.5-10-30-Tack A B       1007 
12.5-10-30-No Tack A B       984 
12.5-30-30-Tack A B C      970 
12.5-30-45-No Tack  B C D     904 
12.5-30-30-No Tack  B C D     904 
9.5-20-30-No Tack   C D E    880 
9.5-40-45-No Tack   C D E    868 
12.5-30-45-Tack    D E    861 
9.5-40-45-Tack    D E    833 
9.5-20-45-No Tack    D E    820 
9.5-20-30-Tack    D E    810 
9.5-20-45-Tack     E    797 
12.5-10-45-Tack     E    797 
9.5-40-15-Tack     E    786 
12.5-10-45-No Tack     E    785 
9.5-40-15-No Tack      F   664 
12.5-30-15-Tack      F G  640 
12.5-10-15-Tack      F G H 623 
9.5-20-15-Tack      F G H 600 
12.5-30-15-No Tack      F G H 596 
9.5-20-15-No Tack       G H 542 





Porosity of OGFC 
After the ISS testing, all 72 composite specimens (4 groups) were tested to measure 
the porosity of the OGFC layer that was separated from the layer of STA. Figure 7.21 
shows the average porosity of the specimens for all four gradation groups and three levels 
of gyration. The results show that the porosity was affected by the level of gyration for all 
four gradations. The groups with same NMAS but different percent passing the No. 4 sieve 
resulted in different porosity values under the same level of compaction (gyration). 
Porosity test results were analyzed statistically at α=0.05 to see if there were statistically 
significant differences.  
 
Figure 7.21: Average Porosity Test Results of OGFC Specimens by Group 
Table 7.11 shows the results of the Student’s t-test analysis for the porosity test. 
The porosity of some of the specimens was a little higher than 20%, which can primarily 
be attributed to the loss of material resulting from the ISS test.  Some of the specimens did 
not break exactly at the bond, but instead the shear plane was partially in the OGFC layer 
12.5-10 12.5-30 9.5-20 9.5-40
15 Gyration 24.3 21.3 23.6 21.2
30 Gyration 21.8 17.9 21.4 20.0


















OGFC Gradation Group 
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resulting from a stronger bond in the shear plane than within the upper OGFC layer. Losing 
some of the aggregates, therefore, affected the shape and dry weight of the specimen, which 
ultimately resulted in a higher calculated porosity.  
From the statistical analysis, it was found that the porosity test results were similar 
for 30 and 45 gyrations, but different for the 15 gyration significantly for all gradation 
groups, except 9.5-40 that were similar for all gyration levels statistically. 
Table 7.11: Porosity Test Results for all OGFC Gradation Groups, and t-test 




Connecting Letters Average 
Porosity (%) 
12.5-10-15 A      24 
9.5-20-15 A B     24 
12.5-10-45  B C    22 
9.5-20-45  B C    22 
12.5-10-30   C D   22 
9.5-20-30   C D   21 
12.5-30-15   C D   21 
9.5-40-15   C D   21 
9.5-40-45    D E  20 
9.5-40-30    D E  20 
12.5-30-45     E F 19 





Figure 7.22 shows the relationship between porosity and passing No. 4 sieve for 
the composite specimens. In this figure, it can be seen that porosity decreased with the 
increase in % passing No.4 sieve for both NMAS of 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm. Figure 7.23 
shows the porosity versus MTD relationship for the specimens with NMAS of 12.5 mm 
and Figure 7.24 for the specimens with NMAS of 9.5 mm. It can be seen in Figure 7.23 
and Figure 7.24 that with the increase in MTD the porosity increased for specimens with 
NMAS of 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm.  
 
Figure 7.22: Porosity versus % Passing No. 4 Sieve for all Specimens 
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Figure 7.23: Porosity versus MTD for Specimens with NMAS of 12.5 mm 
 
 




























































Summary of Findings from Phase-III 
Four different OGFC aggregate gradations (12.5-10, 12.5-30, 9.5-20, and 9.5-40) 
were evaluated for the compaction efforts in this phase of study. These gradations were 
evaluated in this study to investigate the effects of each gradation on bond strength in the 
composite asphalt specimen made of an upper layer of OGFC and a lower layer of STA.  
As part of this study, monolithic specimens were made out of OGFC mix to 
quantify the shear strength of each of the mixes. The shear strength test results for these 
monolithic specimens were compared with the ISS test results of composite specimens. In 
this phase of this study, the ISS results of the composite specimens made from all four of 
the different gradations were greater than the corresponding OGFC monolithic specimen, 
which indicates that the mechanical bond and/or adhesive bond (embedment and tack coat) 
at the interface between layers was stronger than the OGFC mix itself.  
 Every gradation group was analyzed independently by comparing the means for 
each treatment and as a group to analyze the differences and similarities among them. In 
Phase-III, three different gyration levels (15, 30, and 45) were evaluated to study the effects 
of three different levels of compaction on bond strength. From the compaction data it was 
found that the ISS increased with the increase in gyration number in composite 
specimens—the higher the higher the number of gyrations, the better the bond strength. 
The ISS differences were generally not significant between 30 and 45 gyrations, but it was 
significantly greater than the specimens made with 15 gyrations.  
It was found that a higher compaction effort can reduce the porosity and infiltration 
of OGFC pavement, but it won’t sacrifice the porosity characteristics. The higher the 
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number of gyration the lower the porosity test results. This trend was also observed in 
infiltration. There was a linear correlation between porosity and infiltration for all the 
gradations.  
Infiltration was also affected by the percent passing No. 4 sieve for gradations with 
same NMAS as the infiltration reduced as the percent passing No. 4 sieve increased. This 
reduction was significant with specimens made with NMAS of 12.5 mm but not significant 
for specimens made with NMAS  




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION PHASE-IV 
Quantification of Aggregate Embedment  
Phase-IV was designed to quantify the aggregate embedment from the upper layer 
of OGFC into the lower layer of Surface Type A (STA) in composite specimens. For this 
evaluation, specimens consisted of a 50 mm layer of STA (7±1% air voids) and a 50 mm 
layer of OGFC, but only the aggregate was compacted because of the difficulty of cleanly 
separating compacted OGFC asphalt mix from the lower layer after compaction. The same 
12 treatments (4 gradations × 3 gyrations) from Phase-III were evaluated for a total of 36 
specimens. As in previous phases, the Mean Texture Depth (MTD) of the STA specimens 
was measured using the sand patch method and data was recorded as the initial MTD.  
For the OGFC layer aggregate, batches were made with the same gradation and 
procedure as Phase-III (including compaction temperature), but without mixing the binder, 
so the OGFC loose aggregate could be removed from the surface of STA specimens after 
compaction in the mold. Compacting the bare aggregate on the STA specimens using the 
gyratory compactor was used to quantify the changes in texture (aggregate embedment) of 
STA. The changes were measured using the sand patch method (final MTD) for each 





Figure 8.1: Average Change in MTD for all Gradation Groups 
Table 8.1 shows that the macrotexture changed with compaction efforts for all 
gradations. For gradations with NMAS of 12.5 mm, the higher the number of gyrations, 
resulted in higher percent change in macrotexture, which indicates the depth of aggregate 
embedment from the upper layer to the lower layer of asphalt specimen. On the other hand, 
the trend was observed to be opposite for the gradations with NMAS of 9.5 mm where the 
texture changes were higher with a lower number of gyrations. This could be attributed to 
the percent passing No. 4 sieve, because with gradations for 9.5 mm NMAS the percent 
passing No. 4 sieve was 20 and 40 and relatively these two gradations (9.5-20 and 9.5-40 
were finer comparing to the gradations with NMAS of 12.5 mm. 
Table 8.1, shows the statistical analyses of the test results for MTD changes under 
different levels of gyrations (15, 30, and 45). It can be seen in Table 8.1 that the changes 
in MTD were not significantly different under different gyration leveles within each 
12.5-10 12.5-30 9.5-20 9.5-40
15 Gyration 20.9 18.2 10.2 13.0
30 Gyration 32.2 20.0 9.3 8.5


























gradation group, but are significantly different when comparing the NMAS of 12.5 mm 
versus 9.5 mm. The hypothesis is that this difference is due to the effects of nominal 
maximum aggregate size. Another observation was that specimens with NMAS of 9.5 mm 
under 45 gyrations had the lowest MTD changes and this can be due to the gyratory 
compaction method. The assumption was that 45 gyrations potentially flattened the texture 
roughness. 
Table 8.1: Student’s t-test Analysis of Average Texture Change for all Gradation 
Groups by Gyration Number, Levels Not Connected by Same Letter are 
Significantly Different (α=0.05) 
OGFC Gradation Groups 





12.5-10-45 A   35.1 
12.5-10-30 A B  32.2 
12.5-30-45 A B  31.1 
12.5-10-15 A B C 20.9 
12.5-30-30 A B C 20.0 
12.5-30-15  B C 18.2 
9.5-40-15   C 13.0 
9.5-20-15   C 10.2 
9.5-20-30   C 9.3 
9.5-40-30   C 8.5 
9.5-20-45   C 8.2 
9.5-40-45   C 7.6 
 
Figure 8.2 shows the average MTD changes versus average ISS test results. In 
Figure 8.2 it can be seen that ISS decreased with the increase in MTD changes for both 
NMAS of 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm. Based on Figure 8.2 there are not any clear correlations 
between changes in MTD and ISS based on the number of gyrations. The only observation 
was that specimens made with higher number of gyrations had higher ISS test results for 
all the specimens.  
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Since changes in MTD were calculated based on compacting the aggregate without 
the asphalt binder on the STA specimens, the assumption is that asphalt binder potentially 
had some effects on aggregate embedment by providing adhesion among aggregate and 
prevented free movement under compaction compared to bare aggregate.  
 
Figure 8.2: Average Change in MTD versus Average ISS for all Specimens 
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Summary of Findings from Phase-IV 
Four different OGFC aggregate gradations (12.5-10, 12.5-30, 9.5-20, and 9.5-40) 
were evaluated to study the effect of compaction efforts on texture changes in this phase 
of study. These gradations were evaluated to investigate if there was any correlation 
between changes in MTD due to aggregate embedment and ISS in the composite asphalt 
specimen made of an upper layer of OGFC and a lower layer of STA.  
When analyzing the specimens from Phase-IV it was found that greater, 
compaction effort resulted in greater percent change in MTD for specimens with NMAS 
of 12.5 mm, but not for the 9.5 mm. Higher compaction effort (number of gyrations) can 
be beneficial in improving the ISS for the gradations with NAMS of 12.5 mm, but not 
significantly for NAMS of 9.5 mm. The surface texture or change in MTD for specimens 
with NMAS of 9.5 mm did not change significantly under 45 gyrations compared to 15 
and 30 gyrations and this could be due to the rotary mechanism or the Superpave gyratory 
compactor that possibly reduced the change in MTD or flattened the surface roughness.  
Another finding was that higher percent passing No. 4 sieve reduces the MTD 
changes under compaction for the gradations with same NMAS, but different percent 
passing No. 4 sieve. This could be due to lower aggregate embedment depth from OGFC 





SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
An open-graded friction course (OGFC) pavement is a type of open-structured or 
gap graded pavement that allows surface rainwater to infiltrate into to the pavement and 
flow across the pavement into the shoulders. The use of OGFC provides better traction 
between the tires and the pavement surface, and this can be a major advantage over the 
traditional dense graded asphalt mixes. An OGFC is typically less than 1.5-in thick and 
constructed over a conventional asphalt pavement. This wearing course is used to improve 
the frictional resistance of pavements and minimize hydroplaning on highways.  
OGFC pavement overlays are structurally weaker than dense graded asphalt mixes because 
its high porosity and open structure make it prone to pavement distresses such as raveling, 
deboning, delamination, cracking, etc. These distresses reduce the overall lifespan of the 
pavement surface and/or structure. To better understand these issues, this study was 
designed to investigate the bonding between OGFC and underlying asphalt pavement 
layers in an effort to potentially identify ways to improve the service life of a pavement. 
The specific goals of this research were to: 
 Study the effect of tack coat types and tack coat rate on the bond of OGFC with 
underlying dense graded asphalt. 
 Study the effect of OGFC mix gradation on the bond of OGFC with underlying 
dense graded asphalt. 
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 Study the effect of compaction effort on the bond of OGFC with underlying dense 
graded asphalt. 
This evaluation was based on the comprehensive study of the variables affecting 
the bonding between OGFC mixtures and a dense graded underlying asphalt pavement. In 
Phase-I of this study plant-mixed OGFC and Surface Type A (STA) mixes were used to 
study the effects of tack coat types and tack rates on bonding characteristics using two main 
criteria: interface shear strength (ISS) and permeability of the composite specimens. Five 
different tack coat materials (PG 64-22, CRS-2, UltraFuse, HFMS-1H, and UltraTack) 
were evaluated at three different tack rates (0.033, 0.065, and 0.098 gal/yd2 of residual 
binder) to investigate the bond strength in the composite asphalt specimen made of an 
upper layer of OGFC and a lower layer of STA.  
In Phase-II of this study, OGFC mixtures having eight different aggregate 
gradations with two NMAS (12.5 and 9.5 mm) were prepared in the lab to study the effects 
of gradation on bonding of OGFC. It was hypothesized that contact area at the interface of 
a composite specimen changes with the gradation and comparing the ISS test results could 
potentially provide a better understanding of the effects of the gradation on bond 
improvement.  
In Phase-III of this study, four OGFC aggregate gradations were selected from the 
test results of Phase-II to investigate the effect of compaction effort on the bond strength 
of the OGFC mix to an underlying dense-graded pavement layer. In this phase, three 
compaction levels (15, 30 and, 45 gyrations) were evaluated.  
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In Phase-IV of this study, four OGFC aggregate gradations were investigate to 
quantify the effect of compaction effort on texture changes (MTD) of the STA due to the 
embedment of the OGFC layer. In this phase, the changes in MTD were evaluated to see 
if there is any correlation between the change in MTD and ISS. 
Conclusions 
The results of this study on the variables affecting the bond strength of the OGFC 
to the underlying asphalt pavement provided data that will guide the development of 
guidelines that could potentially lead to longer-lasting OGFC layers. The following 
conclusions were made based on the primary goal of this study: the analysis of variables 
affecting the bond between the OGFC and the underlying pavement layer 
 All the STA specimens were compacted in the range of 7±1% air voids. It was 
observed that 6 to 7% air voids yielded better ISS test results than 7 to 8%. It 
could be due to the fact that higher void contents resulted in an increase in tack 
absorption, thus leaving less on the surface to bond with the OGFC.  
  The falling head permeability test was used to measure the water penetration rate 
of each STA specimen before and after application of tack coat and OGFC. There 
was a substantial reduction in permeability after the tack coat application and 
compaction of OGFC on the top of STA. From this test, it can be concluded that 
the tack coat is not only beneficial for bonding, but also it is effective in 
permeability reduction. The less water that enters the asphalt base, the less 
oxidation, stripping, and pavement deterioration. 
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 The monolithic specimens were made out of STA and OGFC to quantify the shear 
strength of each of the mixes. The shear strength results of the STA monolithic 
specimens were signifcantly higher then OGFC monolithic speciemen and 
composite specimens. It can be concluded that shear fracture could potentially 
occure at the layer interface or at the upper layer of OGFC mix in a composite 
specimen.  
 The ISS test results indicated that UltraTack had the highest shear strength with 
less variability with regard to tack coat rate among the five different tack coats 
included in this study. UltraTack, UltraFuse and HFMS-1H highest tack rate ISS 
test results were greater than OGFC monolithic specimens, which indicates that 
the bond at the interface between layers was stronger than the OGFC mix shear 
strength.  
 It was found that all the composite specimens ISS test results improved with the 
application of tack coat and were significantly different than no tack coat 
specimens with the exception of the CRS-2, which was statistically similar to no 
tack. The ISS increased with increase in tack coat rate for hot applied binder 
products (UltraFuse and PG 64-22) and this increase was significant with 
UltraFuse, but not significant with PG 64-22. The opposite trend was observed for 
the emulsion products (CRS-2, HFMS-1H, and UltraTack) that exhibited a 
decrease in ISS with increasing tack coat rate.  
 The ISS increased with the increase in percent passing No. 4 sieve for the 
composite specimens with NMAS of 12.5 mm. This is likely because with higher 
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percent passing No. 4 sieve, the aggregate has more contact points at the interface 
which can improve the adhesion bond and increase the overall bond strength.  For 
the specimens with NMAS of 9.5 mm there was not any clear correlation between 
the percent passing No. 4 and ISS test results.  
 It was found that there was a direct relationship between the number of gyrations 
and the ISS. It can be concluded that the higher the gyration number, the better 
the bond strength. The ISS results differences were generally not significant 
between 30 and 45 gyrations, but it was significantly greater than the specimens 
made with 15 gyrations. 
 In Phase-II, when analyzing the k-modulus results it was found that tack and no 
tack coat was different, but not significantly for NMAS of 12.5 mm. The higher 
percent passing number No. 4 sieve, the higher the k-modulus. 
 Porosity is one of the important functional characteristics of OGFC pavement, so 
the relationship between the number of gyrations and OGFC porosity was 
investigated. It was found that a higher compaction effort can reduce the porosity 
of OGFC pavement without sacrificing the porosity characteristics of OGFC layer 
in a composite specimen. 
 There was a reduction in infiltration rate with the changes in gradation.  There 
was a direct relationship between the percent passing No. 4 sieve and infiltration 
rate. The higher percent passing No. 4 sieve, the lower the infiltration rate and this 
trend was observed for 12.5 mm and 9.5 mm NMAS. The reduction in infiltration 
for the mixes evaluated in this study does not indicate that reduction will 
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negatively impact the functionality of the OGFC. This change in infiltration could 
be due to the fact that higher number passing No. 4 sieve generally makes the 
gradation finer and less permeable.  
 In Phase-II of this study it was found that for all gradations the tack and no tack 
specimens’ ISS was observed to be greater than the shear strength of the OGFC 
mix, which ultimately can lead to a stronger bond between layers and possibly 
prevent bond failure at the interface of two layers.  Another observation was that 
the no tack coat ISS results was slightly better than the ones with tack coat, but 
not for all the gradations, and the difference was not significant.  
 After analysis of the data from image analysis and sand patch method, a definite 
correlation between the two methods was not found and this topic needs in-depth 
analysis or possibly alternate technologies to able to provide a better 
understanding of any possible relationships. 
 Greater compaction level (higher number of gyrations) can be beneficial in 
improving the ISS for the gradations with NMAS of 12.5 mm, but not 
significantly for NMAS of 9.5 mm.  
 The surface texture or change in MTD for specimens with NMAS of 9.5 mm did 
not change significantly under 45 gyrations compared to 15 and 30 gyrations. 
Another finding was that higher percent passing No. 4 sieve reduced the MTD 
changes (embedment) under compaction efforts for the gradations with same 
NMAS, but different percent passing No. 4 sieve. This could be due to lower 
aggregate embedment depth from OGFC to the STA.  
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Recommendations for Implementation 
Based on the findings of this study, the following recommendations are proposed 
for implementation. 
 UltraTack can be used as reliable less tracking tack coat product with OGFC. 
 UltraFuse is a good tack coat product, but it is important to follow the 
manufacturer’s recommended tack rate. This can increase the cost, so it would be 
worthwhile to conduct a benefit-cost analysis for the product. 
 CRS-2 may not be the best product to be used as tack coat for OGFC. 
 Consider OGFC gradations having a range of 20-40% passing the No. 4 sieve.  
Recommendations for Future Research 
 The findings of this study should be further investigated in a pilot project under 
actual traffic loading and environmental conditions. 
 Further investigate the bonding by increasing the percent passing No. 4 in 
gradations. 
 Further investigate the bonding by changing the % passing No. 200 sieve in 
gradations. 
 Expand this study to evaluate the effect of layer bonding on raveling susceptibility 
of OGFC pavements in the laboratory or in a pilot project.  
 Further investigate the image analysis for alternate technologies to be used for 





















ISS vs displacement curves of Phase-I 
Appendix A shows the ISS versus displacement curves of the composite specimens 
in Phase-I for all the 6 groups of tack coat. (PG 64-22, CRS-2, UltraFuse, HFMS-1H, 








































Representative Pictures of the Bond Break Phase-I 
A representative picture of the bond break for each tack coat type (PG 64-22, CRS-
2, UltraFuse, HFMS-1H, UltraTack and, No Tack) are shown in Figure B.1 to B.6. As 
marked in some of the pictures (UltraFuse, UltraTack, and HFMS-1H) the shear fracture 
was partially in the upper layer of OGFC instead of the interface. This irregular fracture 
indicates that the bond was possibly stronger in the shear plane (adhesive bond) comparing 




















































OGFC Shear Strength versus Displacement Curves Phase-III 
OGFC Monolithic Specimen Shear Strength versus Displacement Curve of all the 







Figure C.1: 12.5-10 OGFC Monolithic Specimen Shear Strength versus 






Figure C.2: 12.5-30 OGFC Monolithic Specimen Shear Strength versus 






Figure C.3: 9.5-20 OGFC Monolithic Specimen Shear Strength versus Displacement 





Figure C.4: 9.5-40 OGFC Monolithic Specimen Shear Strength versus Displacement 
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